flight safety
awards

For Meritorious Achievement
in Flight Safety for the period
1 Jan through 31 Dec 1962, the
units listed here have been
selected to receive the Air
Force Flying Safety Plaque. The
stringent criteria insure that
each recipient has ach ieved an
outstanding flying safety record
while maintaining mission capability.
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93 Bombardment Wing
Castle AFB, California

SAC

68 Bombardment Wing
Chennault AFB, Louisiana

5 Fighter Interceptor Squadron
Minot AFB, North Dakota

ADC

48 Fighter Interceptor Squadron
Langley AFB, Virginia

ADC

328 Fighter Wing
Richards-Gebaur AFB, Missouri

Hq Comd

63 Troop Carrier Wing

USA FE

366 Tactical Fighter Wing
Chaumont AB, France
USAFE

MATS

Hamilton AFB, California

USAFE

349 Troop Carrier Wing
AFRES

435 Troop Carrier Wing

PACAF

Homestead AFB, Florida

PACAF

Minn. ANG, Duluth, Minnesota

AFRES

PACAF

Maryland ANG, Baltimore, Maryland ANG

179 Fighter Interceptor Squadron

3 Bombardment Wing
Yokota AB, Japan

...

86 Air Division
Ramstein AB, Germany

Wiesbaden AB, Germany

18 Tactical Fighter Wing
Kadena AB, Okinawa

TAC

7 499 Support Group

45 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron
Misawa AB, Japan

314 Troop Carrier Wing

MATS

62 Troop Carrier Wing
McChord AFB, Washington

TAC

Sewart AFB, Tennessee

ATC

Donaldson AFB, South Carolina

354 Tactical Fighter Wing
Myrtle Beach AFB, South Carolina

AFSC

1001 Helicopter Squadron
Bolling AFB, 25, D.C.

SAC

309 Tactical Fighter Squadron
Homestead AFB, Florida
TAC

3575 Pilot Training Wing
Vance AFB, Oklahoma

4 Air Division
Barksdale AFB, Louisana

ADC

Air Proving Ground Center
Eglin AFB, Florida

SAC

ANG

175 Tactical Fighter Group
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FALLOUT

Lieutenant General W. H. Blanchard
The Inspector Ge neral, USAF

Brigadier Ge neral Bertram C. Harrison
Deputy The Inspector General , USAF

Br igadier Gene ral Jay T. Robbins
Director of Aerospace Safety

Colonel Ch arles l. W imbe rly
Chief, Flight Safety Division

Colonel Ea rl S. Howarth
Ch ief, Ground Safety Division

Colonel George T. Buck
Ch ief, Missile Safety Division
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Cras h Removal Sling

Is Your NOTAM Sh owing?

W ith regard to Ge nera l Blan chard's
editorial ( WHAT I SAW). on page 29
of the March issue, I'm sure many of
us have had similar nightmares and
are co nt inuing to have them , namel y,
how to expeditiously clear the onl y
existing run way.
" Bul ly" for the initiative and inge·
nuity on t he part of many that must
have gone into the p rocureme nt of
material and man hours to fabricate
the cable net that General Blanchard
referred to. I don' t have to check to
see if our base has such equipment
and procedures for its use . I know
we don't!
Is it possible to get a set of the
drawings and an account of the project?
Maj Ge o. E. Kammere r, Chief of Safety
325 Fir Wg , McChord AFB, Washington

The d isplay pictured in the article
( page 24 , March issue ) does not
conform to the sta ndards as prescribed in AFR 55-48. I feel th is picture
should have conformed to these standards, which would have added more
emphasis to perfecting th e new sys·
tem .

Va nce AFB has had the new system
in effect si nce •M ay 1962.
TSgt Denzel L. Cla rk
3 575 PT Wg, Base O ps
Vance AFB, O klahoma

Yot1're 1·ight, Se1·geant, we
goofed. Maybe the picture below
will make things ·right. It shows
the standard NOT AM display as
outlined in Par 7 of AFR 55-48.

Y ow·s is one of many requests
for a set of drawings of the crash
1·emoval slin.g. The add·ress is:
(SGEDS) Hq AFLC, Bldg. 280,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio .
Project engineers advise that if
this eq11ipmen t is fabricated stn.ctly
according to the d1·awings and
specifications, it will do the job.
Local fabricators aTe cautioned not
to deviate from the specifications
because of the possibilit_\' of bltilding in a z~•eakness. The eqHipment
has been tested using a 200,000 lb
ai1·craft and performs the task.
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Ever watch an air show and get the
urge to try some of the stunts yourself? Sure you have. But before you
do, read the advice from a couple
of pros.

\ \ C ACTUS RED, cleared to
take off." Lt Black respo n ded mechanically and
climbed toward the test area. He
was a good pilot-an outstanding
pi lot if his OERs were to be beli eved-but today hi s mind wasn't
on the test hop ahead. He had
seen an aeri al demon stration that
mornin g, and the image of the solo
planes kept flashing through hi s
mi nd. Cli mbing, rolling, diving,
st reaking across the field inverted,
on the deck. It was a good show.
and the spectators ate it up.
When he reached the test area, he
looked around. He wa all alone
out he1·e, boring holes in a cloudless
sky. He put hi s F- 100 through its
paces automatically, imagining hi mself as a demo pilot, performing effortlessly for the adm iring public.
T hose guys really had it made.
He finished the check sheet and
glanced at hi fuel quantity gage,
thinkin g about Whitey, one of the
solo pilots. Whitey had always been
a good pilot, but no better than he,
Black, was. So why coul dn' t he
do anything Whitey coul d do, and
do it as well or better? He had
plenty of fuel, and ceiling and visibility were unlimited. Why not?
Just one pas , inverted , on the deck.
He'd tart ju t thi s ide of the pi le
of boul ders and roll out above the
dry wash. The area was about the
length of a runway, and it looked
perfectly level. Of cour e, Air
Force Regulations prohibited unauthorized on-the-deck acrobatics,
but- well , Whitey made it look so
easy and, after all , there was no
one a round to see. Whitey had
told hi m that the trick was to hold
hi s altitude steady w1til he roll ed
out, and he'd do it as smoothly, as
easily, as Whitey had. Just one
pass . ..
Th e ground looked level, but it
was not. If Lt Black had inspected
the area before he made hi s pass,
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A LITTLE
Maj Ralph D. "Hoot" Gibson and Capt Ralph L. Brooks
he would have found that it sloped
gently upward towa rd the wash.
or wa he able to hold hi s altitude
exactly. O ne inverted pass wa all
that Lt Black made-his first , and
Ia t.
Someone once wrote, "A littl e
learnin o- is a dangerou thing." Lt
Black possessed more than a little
learning on the subject of flyi ng.
But there was a great deal he didn't
know about low-altitude acrobatics.
This was logical, becau se they were
not hi s mission and he had not been
trained to perform them. The
demonstration pilots were able to
make their maneuver look ea y only
because they had been thoroughly
trained by pi lots experienced in lowaltitude maneuvers. Thi had been
the only inflight mi sian of the
demo team member for several
month and each averao-ed at least
30 hours of practice per month in

order to stay proficient at low altitudes .
The safe performance of low-altitude maneuvers depends upon specialized training. In orde r to explain what is meant by "speciali zed
trainin ba" ' let us follow a newly-as.
io-ned demo pi lot-we'll call hun
Capt Jones-through the training
program employed _by the USAF
Thunderbirds. First, we should
mention that Capt Jones competed
with 75 other hi ghly-qualified appli cants from throughout the A ir
Force for the position of numbertwo solo pilot. The fact that he
wa selected indicates that he i a
mature person and an out tanding
pilot-top - grade materia I from
which to mold a top-grade demonstration pil ot. His eight or nine
years in the fighter business proYide a good foundation for the peciali zed training to come.

LEARNING
4 520 Aerial Demonstration Sq , Nellis AFB , Nevada

,.

The Thunclerbi rd training program begins with groun d training.
This phase may be tedious to J ones,
who is anx ious to show hi s stuff in
the air, but it is absolutely necessa ry.
Jones must master the aircraft
Dash-One, with special attention to
certain operating li mitations and
emergency procedures. He must
learn the many standardized procedures used in deployment and in the
aerial demonstrations. He must ma ster theories concerning such matters as adverse yaw, angle of attack vei-sus avai lable air speed, and
inverted flight characteristics. During this period of study, he must
also attend all flight briefing and
critique , and spend many hours observing and critiquing actual demonstrations. T he only flying time he
gets now, however, is logged as he
follows the team from one show
site to another.

vVhen he has thorough ly fam il iarized him self with the mechanics and
special techniques of the mission,
Jones enters the flyi ng phase of hi s
training. The first few missions
are dedicated to ga inin g acrobatic
precision. Practice is cond ucted at
altitudes above 3000 feet. Jone is
never alone. He is led through hi s
maneuvers by the present second
solo, who wi ll be olo leader when
Jones becomes an official team member. In addition, a chase pilot often
observes his training. There are
ground observers, too, u ing a tape
recorder and movie cameras which
record every mistake he makes .
During the thorough debriefing
which follows each flight, he is
shown his mistakes on film. And
there are many. One may have been
caused by his misunderstanding of
!at operation under negative Gs,
or by a speed brake or afterburner

delay. Another may have been
caused by ground-effect, uneven terrain, turbulence, visibility, or excesses in temperature. Still another
may have been due to a seemingly
minor matter such as dirt or debris
in the cockpit. Had he performed
these initial maneuvers at low altitude, any one of his errors migh t
have been fatal. These condition s,
all of them safety factors, are pointed out to Jones, if he isn't already
aware of them, and are fully discus eel. Jones won't make the same
mistake again, at least, not of ten .
As Jones' proficiency level rises,
hi s practice altitude drops, gradually,
w1til he is performing at normal
demonstration altitudes. This is the
most critical period of hi s training,
because Jones is developing the abi lity to as ess-correctly and consistently-hi s aircraft's altitud e and
attitude in relation to the ground.
He has never before needed to
sharpen this abil ity to the degree
he must now, nor has he had the
opportunity to do so, since tactical
wing directives prohibit practice of
low-altitude acrobatics.
fter J ones has demonstrated that
he is capable of precise performance
of his role in th e demonstration, the
other team members are incl uded
and the practice continues until the
peak of coo rdination is reached.
Now, fo ur months and 70 to 100
mission after the sta rt of his training, J ones is ready to fly his first
show before the public. The training program is fini shed, but the
practice is not. In the next two
years, J ones will perform at least
800 demonstrations at low altitudes,
and almost 600 of these will be
practice shows !
T he training program described
above is the product of ten yea rs of
experience in low-altitude acrobatics
-experience gained and passed on
by members of the demonstration
teams. It is based upon the idea
that the key to the safe performance
of low-altitude acrobatics is specialized t raining by pilots experienced
in these maneuvers. These pilots
subscribe to the belief that good
planning always includes an adequate margin for error, and the
margin they have allowed the trainee
is 3000 feet or more between his
ai rcraft and the ground. Without
it, as Lt Black learned, error can
be fatal.

*
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THE X-20 (Dyna-Soar)
program rapidly evolves
from preliminary design to
hardware fabrication, qualification,
and flight testing, it is essential that
an occasional retreat from the daily
pace be made and the X-20's current tatus be asses ed. All familiar
with the program realize it represents one of the most ambitious ever
undertaken by the Air Force. Our
basic objectives not only extend current technoloo-ical capabilities, but
they neces itate pilot, upporting
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personnel, and general populace
safety considerations far beyond
tho e con idered in previous proo-rams. As later· paragraphs will explain in detail, the success probability of the X-20 program is greatly enhanced by a "before-the-failure" approach to system safety and
an honest acknowledgment of the
risks.
As a brief review, our current
program consists of design, development, and flight testing of a military
test system for exploration of rna-

neuverable re-entry by a piloted orbital space glider which includes controlled landing in a conventional
manner at a preselected landing site.
In accomplishing flight, specific emphasi has been placed upon the
gathering of research data such as
detail on the environment existing
around and inside the vehicle during
re-entry and hypersonic flight, determining piloted vehicle stability and
control, and acquiring hypersonic
aerodynamic performance data. The
pilot emphasis is concentrated on
demonstrating recovery capability
through descent from orbital flight,
aerodynamic glide from re-entry to
local approach conditions, maneuver
to reach preselected sites and approach a conventional landing.
The X-20 flight tests follow completion of a stringent laboratory and
ground test facility confirmation
program. The initial X-20 flights
will be unpowered air drops on the
Edwards AFB range using a specially modified B-52 aircraft to carry
the X-20 aloft. These launches will
immediately be followed by flights
in which the air-launched X -20s
will be propelled by a solid propellant acceleration rocket. This rocket
also provides an emergency abort
capability during the ground launch
phase of the program, which follows. Both unmanned and manned
orbital flights will terminate at Edwards AFB. The X-20 will be
boosted into orbit by the Titan III,
an advanced booster that combines a
modified Titan II core with a powerful solid propellant first stage.
This combination and its supporting test and launch facilities present
a variety of complex afety consideration . Thi article, however,
will be limited to the afety aspects
of the X-20 glider. For the purposes of explanation we can divide
the X -20 into four basic sections.
First, there is the crew tation, a
multi-walled pressure shell which
houses not only the pilot but the

..

and

the~20

Planned system
safety is a major
part of the
Dyna Soar Program

Everett J. Hodapp, Jr., Safety Program Manager X-20, ASD

,.

majority of flight instruments and
supporting subsystems such as guidance and communications. Secondly, there is the equipment compartment which is located immediatel y
behind the crew station. Within thi
compartment are the numerous experimental equipments to be evaluated during the X-20 developmental
flights . At the aft end of the primary X-20 glider is the third compartment, which is commonly referred to as the secondary power
bay. Within this bay is the vehicle
power generating equipment as well
as the associated expendables and
those cryogens used elsewhere within the vehicle. Lastly, urrounding
the compartments previously mentioned are the void areas which are
referred to as the "\tYing and Body"
cavities.
Now that the basic X-20 configuration is very generally in mind,
it i app ropriate to discuss the design approaches that have been selected to minimize the potential haza rds of space flight. The complexity
of the ituation about to be discussed
is that the hazard present varies to
some extent fo r each phase of flight.
It will therefore be necessary to discuss each compartment mentioned
for the prelaunch phase as well as
the boost, orbit, re-entry, low altitude and landing phases of flight.
The crew station of the X-20 has
had more attention focused upon it
than perhaps any pilot's abode in
history. Hardware destined for installation within this compartment,
and that includes paints, gasket ,
and glues, are tested to insure their
compatibility in an oxygen enriched
atmosphere that could exist tmder
emergency X-20 conditions. Additionally, all materials are analytically
investigated to insure that materials
exhibiting toxic or flammability
qual ities do not get incorporated into
design. This rigid control program
is accomplished in five major step .
1. Listings are maintained on all

materials propo ed for use in the
X-20 crew compartment.
2. Each material listed is evaluated for compliance with established
toxicity and flammability limitations.
To keep program costs in line, initial
efforts are directed toward a survey
of technical literature to equate material limitations.
3. Materials judged to constitute
a potential ource of toxic fumes
will be eliminated from design
wherever po sible. Where a design
cannot be modified to completely
eliminate the hazard, the potential
hazard will be evaluated in greater
detail and, if it is found to remain
a definite flight hazard, major redesign or isolation of the item will be
authorized.
4. Approved materials li ts are
P.ublished periodically for use by destgn groups.
5. A final materials li st, including

a summary of all findings relative
to toxicity and flammability, will be
published. From this point the
maximum effort is concentrated on
establishment of safety operational
procedures which will further reduce the crew station hazard potential.
Beyond the safety precautions of
oxygen compatibility and materials
selection, all components are qualified to ignition proofing requirements. The hazard dictating such
testing is an extremely remote possibili ty of hydrogen gas accumulating within the crew station. Hydrogen ·could be obtained hould the X20 batteries within the crew station
dead short or if the external airflow
should set up a boundary layer condition shortly after re-entry which
would pull the hydrogen rich auxili·ary power uniL exhaust into the crew
station. Another possible source of

"I always dreaded the day that they orbited a woman astronaut!"
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hydrogen in the crew station would
be "on the pad" operation prior to
laun ch in which the hydrogen vapor
coul d conceivably enter. To compen sate for this, the pre-launch operations include an ai r purge of th e
crew station. During boost, orbit
and re-entry, crew station atmosphere is flowing outward, thus precl uding the entry of outside vapor .
Afte1- re-entry the pre sure differential reverses and outside air flow
into the cabin. It is durin o- this latter p riod that entry of hydrogen
may theoretically occur.
T he X -20 equipment compartment is pressurized with 100 per
cent nitrogen, thus removing a nece sary ingredient from the fire triangle, namely the oxydize r. At present fuels and ignition sources potentially prevail; however, when housed
in the nitrogen environment, this
compartment enjoys a safety rating
not obtainable for other regions .
T he secondary power bay of th e
X-20 has provided the greatest challenge to our safety engineers. The
maze of complex equipment and
routing of electrica l and hyd rauli c
lines are a plumber's nightmare.
Couple this with hydrogen, hyd rauli c
fluid and hyd rogen peroxide, and
th e haza rd potential i indeed awesome. T hese fuels are supplemented
with oxygen and a variety of inorgan ic materials.
To provide the ultimate in de 1gn
safety for thi complex a rea all

X-20

(DYNA

SOAR)

equipments located in the secondary
rower bay are ubj ect to ignition
proof testing in a stoichimetri c mixtu re of hydrogen and oxygen. In
the pre-launch phase this area is
1 urged with nitrogen. The in ert
nitrogen atmosphere is maintained
throughout boost until well over
100,000 feet altitude when the rarified atmosphere will not support
combustion. In this phase of flight,
as well as in orbit and re-entry, a
reserve suppl y of nitrogen ga is
avai lable to purge the secondary
power bay upon pilot command. The
decision to utilize thi s quenching gas
may be made by the pilot based
upon information fu rnished from
an ovei-heat detection system which
is routed throughout the secondary
power bay. Afte r re-entry at low
altitudes, and during landing, this
compartment is automatically purged
wi th nitrogen. The purging continues after touchdown until the
available nitrogen is expended.
Within the wing and body portions of the X-20 are a maze of
hyd raulic lines and electrical wiring.
A lso the void in these regions erve
as excellent traps fo r gase , such
a hydrogen which may find its
way in side the gli der 's voids. To
minimize thi hazard the wing and
body areas are purged with nitrogen

during the pi-e-launch phase. 1 his
purging affords passive protection
during boo t, and no hazard i considered to exist in these regions
during orbital flight. Durin g reentry the heats encountered release
steam from the water-filled environmental control system thus filling
the wing and body with a quenchin g
med ium . At the lower altitudes
these area are purged with ram
air in the belief that tagnated pocket of hazardous gases can be swept
away.
The last few paragraphs have explai ned in very general terms what
is being clone to make the X-20 as
safe for manned flight as possible.
A major contributor to the success
of the X-20 program is the Titan
III which places the X-20 into orbit. This massive and complex
la unch veh icle, even with the experience of Titan I and Titan II
behind it, will remain somewhat less
than 100 per cent reliable. A ny reliability short of 100 per cent is undesirable for a manned spacecraft.
A means therefore had to be provided to in ure that launch vehicle
failures did not jeopardize X -20
pilot afety. This situation is currently being atisfied through development of a malfunction detection
system ( MDS) for the Titan III
launch vehi cle. It is not possible
to go into the detail of thi system
in thi s a rticle, however, th e ground
rules under which the ystem i
being developed a re an example of
the concern that exi ts for y tem

q

l.
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afety. The specific :-.IDS ground
rules, condensed for presentation ,
arc:
• During prelaunch, the airborne
:..IDS shall be under surveillance
but inactive and the ground control

shall provide prelaunch ma lfun ction
detection .
• A ll laun ch vehi cle malfun cti ons
whi ch coul d cause catastrophe (destroy X-20 and/ or Titan III or
incapac itate the pi lot or place :X-20
in a position wh ere successf ul abort
cannot be achi eved) hall be sensed.
• :-.IDS shall sense ma lf un ct ion
with suffic ient lead time to successfu lly execute abo rt.
• I nitiate automatic laun ch vehicle engine shu tdown and glide t· abo rt
for impend ing catastrophies.
• l\IDS need not identify specific
malf un ctions no r co r rect malf unctions in flight.
• M D S shall be fun ctionally in dependen t of other laun ch vehi cle
subsystems.
• Design goa l is to app roach 100
per cent reli abi li ty fo r the :-.1DS.
• The :-.1DS equipment must be
more reliable than equi pment being
moni to red.
• Design red un da ncy shall be
p rovided where dictated by sensor
reliabi lity or area critica li ty.
• T he MDS hall be designed to
minimize the possibi lity of unn ecessary abort consistent with the other
ground ru les.
• The air vehicle :-.rDS shall not
cause any air vehicle subsystem malfunction or a fa lse abo rt. A si ngle
component fa ilure of the sub system
shall render only that part of the
subsystem inoperative.

I n conclusion, ove r the past th ree
years personnel on the :X-20 p rog ram have pu rsued a th reefold app roach to ystem safety. I ni tiall y a
system hazard analysis was con ducted. T his analy is incl uded a review of the preliminary design confi gurati on and th e pmposed countclown equence. N umerous design
or sequence incompatibili ties were
uncovered which, if not corrected,
would marked ly reduce system safety. Secondly, a volume of safety deign criteria was prepared to assist
engi neering personnel in the fina lization of sy tem and subsystem design . T he afety design critet·ia reAected not onl y conventional safety
req uirements, such as in titu ted on
conventional aircraft developments,
bu t included af ety requirement as
im pose I by the operating ranges
and those req ui i·ements deemed essential by the Dyna-Soar ystem
Program Office for our adva nced
systems. F inally, a series of design reviews and inspecti ons ha
been conducted to a sess the vari ou
contractors' degree of compli ance to
sa fety req uiremen ts.
T he possible red irection of the
:X-20 program to incl ude multi -or bita l mi sions as well as use of the
T ita n ITI space booste rs necessitates
u pdating of previous Dyna-Soa r
safety efforts. T hi s refin emen t is
cu rrently underway. ·whil e the X20, li ke other advanced p rogram ,
im·olves a n umber of ri sks, th ese
r isk are more than compensa ted by
th e hi gh techn ical ga in s thi s p rog ram can give to the A ir Force.
Th e curren t sa fety effo rts a re not
wi th out vo ids. Ce rtain dev iati ons
f rom safety req uirements mu st be
gran ted to main tain the ambiti ous
sched ul es associated w ith our p rogram. The magn itude of the deviations thu s fa r granted has not aff ected our basic confi dence in th e
:X-20 o r its abi lity to p rovide th e
pilot the maximu m degree of sa fety.
Within the ] yna-Soar SPO we
have foun d that our awa reness of
the need fo r ystem safety activiti e
"before the fai lu re" and a recognition of the pi lot's capabil ity of enhancing the probabil ity of mis ion
ucce s contribute greatly to ou r
confidence in thi s program. imilar
safety efforts on other aerospace
program shou ld have simi larly satisfactory res ul ts.

*
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RUNWAY VISIBILITY
NEW CONCEPT IN REPORTIN G runway
visibility (RV) has taken shape at Air Force
bases which all ows the pilot to take full advantage of high intensity runway lights for takeoffs
and landings. Thi concept is being developed from
the new difinition of RV which now appears in AFR
60-16. This definition says:
"Runway Vi sibility. An in strumentally or visually
de rived value that best represents the horizontal distance
a pi lot can see down the active runway in the direction
of takeoff or landing. ·w hen the high intensity runway
lights are operative, runway visibility observations will
take thi s into account and the reported visibility will
be the maximum possibl e with the lights on."
Fi r t, a short explanation of how meteorological visibility is instrumentally determined. T he transmissometer (an instrument installed in the approach or touchdown zone of the instrument runway) is designed to
measure meteorological visibility by giving a continuous
indi cation of the tran smissivity of the atmosphere over
a selected line of sight, usually 500 feet in length. The
transmi someter projector emits a light of known inten ity. The tran missometer receiver measures the
amount of light received as a percentage of the amount
of light that would be received through a clear atmosphere and regi ters this value on a meter. The meter
reading i converted into a value of linea r visibility
which is the actual distance an observer would see
normal objects if he were looking in the same direction
in a similar atmosphere. Visibility measured in thi s
manner in the touchdown zone is very useful to pilots
but it is not "realistic," because, for one thing, under
low visibility conditions the pilot is looking at bright
runway lights, not at " normal objects."
The National Bureau of Standards solved the problem in integrating the illum ination afforded by runway
lights with the instrumentally determined meteorol ogical
visibility to compute the RV. They considered first
that runway lights consist of specific types of directional
lights spaced at intervals of 100 or 200 feet along either
side of the runway. The lights are beamed toward the
approach end of the runway with a peak intensity of
30,000 cand lepower, or more, in the center of each
beam when burning at maximum intensity.
If the pilot is "on the gli de path - on the center
line" he should be in an optimum position with respect
to the runway lights and he hould see the peak center-

A

of-beam intensity. However, as the pilot moves along
the runway he is not in the ame optimum position.
Therefore, a rep resentative intensity concept of the
illumination afforded by the runway li ght was integrated with the in strumentally derived visibili ty value.
Representative inten ity is not the peak center-of-beam
intensity but rather the light intensity which hould
be ava ilable to th e pilot if he is viewi ng the run way
lights from any reaso,n able angle on the runway.
Further, runway li ghts usually have five ava ilable
settings. Light settin g five is the brightest li ght with
a repre entative inten sity of 10,000 candlepower. This
is the rep resentative intensity used to determine R V.
The intensity of li ght at each setting below fi ve is onefifth lowe r than the next higher setting. It fo ll ows that
light setting four produces a representative inten sity of
8000 candlepower, etc. Runway li ghts are placed on the
hi gher settings during poor vi ibility conditions since
tho e are the times when RV i intended to be of operational benefit.
ext, it was considered how runway lights affect
meteorological visibility during the change from day
to night, and vice-versa. Durin g thi s change, a discontinuity in meteorological visibility becomes apparent.
Even though the meteorological conditions do not
change, RV will increase as da rkne
falls. In fact,
with runway lights operating, the ni ghttime visibility
can be more than double the daytime visibility for the
same value of atmospheric transm issi vity.
The reverse hold true at dawn. S uch a change is
quite proper and reasonable. This is because backgrou nd
luminance is much g reater during th e daytime than at
night. Therefore, a light will be visible at a much
greater distance at night than the same light during
the clay assuming atmospheric tran smission conditions
have not changed. The brief pe riods of dawn and twilight hold difficulti es because the background lumin ance
will be changing rapidly at these times, as wi ll RV. To
simplify reporting procedures, daytime RV will be reported until light are plai nly visible. The conv rse
holds true at dawn.
Therefore, knowing the tran sm issivity of the atmospheric sample, the repre entative in tensity of the
runway li ghts and a clay or ni ght conditi on, RV can
be in trumenta lly determ ined (see diagram); and for
the first time the pi lot ha available a mea urement
closely approximating the visibi li ty conditions which he

Maj John H. O'Neil, Hq Air Weather Service, Scott AFB, Ill.
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will experience on the runway during his takeoff and
landing, The advantage of this system should be immediately obvious - it gives a new look to landing and
takeoff minimums.
Here are the facts to remember about RV:
• RV is in terms of what the average pilot would
see under the same light transmission conditions of
the atmosphere as those measured by the transmissometer. An individual pilot may experience a runway
visibility value which is greater or less than the reported value.
• RV is . determined by sampling a 500-foot path
alo.n g the runway and extrapolating it to determine
RV over a greater distance. This might cause some
inaccuracies in the reported value . However, this RV
should be much closer to what an average pilot will
experience on the runway than will be a visibility
measurement which does not take into account the
effect of high intensity lights.
• Since RV is determined by using runway li ght
setting five, the method being described is really reporting "a potential RV." (Note: Setting four may be
used at a few locations where setting five is not obtainable.) Conditions may be such that TO 35FS-3-1 -1,
Brightness Setting of Runway Approach Lights, does
not require that th e runway lights be turned to li g-ht
setting five. Therefore, to obtain the most representa tive
RV during periods of poor vi sibility it may be necessary
for the pilot to request that the tower operator turn
the lights to setting five. Should this cause blindness

due to light diffusion , the runway light setting shou ld
be reduced.
• During nighttime hours RV will always be greater
than meteorological visibility. The higher the setting
of the runway intensity li ghts the g reater is the actual
RV.
• Durin g daytime hours the higher ran ges of RV
(beginning at three-fourths mile and above) will be
the same a meteorological vis ibili ty on the runway no
matter what the runway light setting is.
• RV is reported when
( 1) Prevailing v isi bility is one mile or less
and/ or,
(2) RV is one mile or less.
• RV is reported locally to the control tower,
RAPCON and Base Ops in the following values:
14- (less than 14 mile) % mile
14 mile
~ mile
5
/ 1s mile
Ys mile
~ mile
1 mile
Yz mi le
1 + (more than 1 mile)
• AFR 60-16 allows RV to be used to determine
whether an airfield is above minimums for landings or
takeoffs, but not for terminal-to-terminal clearance purposes or circling approach minimums. Civil airfields
report RVR ( Runway Visual Range ) in feet. The pilot
must convert the RVR values expressed in feet (or
yards or meters ) to fracti ons of miles to in sure that
they meet Air Force minimum s.

*
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LA G! CLANG! CL NK !
It seemed that all three horseshoes had landed at once as
the "'W orld's Greatest Pilot" and
horseshoe pitcher had made hi last
toss in the base light-sports tournament. "Ringo. High-ho and away!"
Captain Chauncey Z. Chumley ha I
done it agai n and for the econd
straight year walked off with the
single trophy.
Major Lee, the chall enger, moved
to Chumley's side. " Don't look o
smug, C.Z. If that last one hadn't
hit six feet short and bounced up
close to the pin, you'd never have
made game point."
"Skill , me lad, just skill, and
remember, too, that it isn't how you
play the game, it's whether you win
or lose. T hose dose ones count,
too, you know."
" Okay, but just remember, I'll
get another chance at you and ... "
"And for now," C.Z. broke in ,
"you'll make it to the dub with me
and buy the winner his due. Oh, to
get out of these wet clothes and into
a dry martini ."
T he foll owing Monday saw C. Z. ,
attired in Aame orange flight suit,
seated at hi s desk, lovingly attempting to pick the right spot on the

C

desk for the trophy. "Let's see.
ln front of the Nellis gunn ery
bucket or next to my plastic model
of the F-82, then aga in it . . ."
Sgt Robinson 's voice broke
through C. Z.'s thoughts. "Up and
at 'em, Captain, the Colonel's com ing
up the walk."
Chumley clumped the morning
paper and a half eaten doughnut into
the desk drawer, quickly opened a
folder of week old teletypes, and
began readin g a the door opened .
"Morning, Chumley. I'Ye got
something you can do for me. I

Archie D. Caldwell, Supervisory Air Safety Specialist, D/ TIG

want you to take these- say, you
been up Aying a!ready?"
"No, sir, just bu ying myself with
official matte rs here. \ Vhy do you
ask?"
"That flight suit. You trying to
sho\\' someone on this air patch
you' re a pilot or something, or is
it just ea ier to put it on when
you're in a hurry?"
" Well, si r," Chu mley sputtered,
."I just thought that it looked so rt
of well-Air Force-you know,
bui ld up th e image in the public's
eye and all that. "
T he Colonel frowned, "I'll write
a regulation aga in st it when I have
time. A nyway, you're dres eel fo r
the job I have for you. I want thi s
case of documents flown down to
headq uarter and hand ca n-i ecl to
the General. It's a short flight and
you houl d be back for lu nch. Q uesti ons?"
"No, sir." Chauncey took the
brief case, put his trophy in the
center of the de k, and sta rted for
the door. "These dispatche · will
reach their destination at all cost .
Neith er rain nor snow nor gloom
of ni ght ... "
"Just hand them to the General,
that's all aptai n. Don't make a

production out of it. And be careful, I've got you set up in my aircraft and there's nmway construction of some sort going on down
at headquarters."
"No fear," C.Z. yell ed over his
shoulder as he clashed gears in the
Jag and shot off toward base ops.
The takeoff was normal and C.Z.
climbed smoothly en route, noting
how clean the Colonel's airplane was
and what a wonderful clay it was.
He could see the destination airfield
in the distance and started a gradual
descent some 20 miles out.
"Ah-Ripsaw-this is Air Force
zero-zero-one, landing instructions
- one T-Bird."
"Zero-zero-one, Ripsaw towerlanding runway one four- altimeter
niner niner three, wind calm-first
3000 feet of runway unrler construction, call on initial."
C.Z. wheeled the T-Bircl into a
tight turn and hit the initial.
"Double 0 - one- on the initial.
How much of the active is usable ?"
"Roger, zero one-cleared number
one- no other traffic reported, six
thousand five hundred feet usable,
check gear clown and locked."
C.Z. racked it on the pitch to a
point that would have made the
Colonel shudder, looked back to recheck the construction area and bent
it on around into a sweeping turn
to base and final. "Zero one on
base-gear clown, locked and green."
Chaunce rolled out on final and
started easing the throttle back.
"Whew, look at them dozers and
rollers," he thought to him self,
"must take a strong ann to operate
Whoa there!"
one of
The T-Bird was settling faster
than normal. Chaunce started shoving the throttle to the stop, and the

workmen started running for cover.
The RPM was at 100 per cent
and the aircraft's nose was pointed
to the sky when the bottom dropped
out. The bird touched clown heavily
in the middle of the construction
zone. A barricade with several red
lanterns flew over the canopy, gravel
and dirt sprayed like water as the
power began to take effect. Chumley had kept the stick full back during the initial touchdown and the
aircraft bounded back into the air,
but not before depositing all three
landing gear on a line of drums
supporting a la rge yellow sign reading "Caution." The secondary stall
came just as C.Z. got the th rattle
into cutoff. As the aircraft bellied
in, Chumley cut the master switch.
The slide of the aircraft and Chumley's departure from it were anything but dignified. The sobs of
the world's greatest pilot were
drowned out by the sirens of the
crash equipment and the oaths of
the construction gang.
The tone of the Colonel's voice
was cold and firm. "Captain Chumley, I have before me the deliberations and findings of the accident
investigation board. It isn't so much
that you broke my best flying machine or that you almost killed yourself or that headquarters is on my
neck because of accident rates. It's
that you fell down on the job you're
being paid for. The job of flying.
Flying, as you may recall, involves
everything from preflight planning
to successful parking of the aircraft,
and it includes the act of landing.
I notice that the landing flaps were
found to have been up after the accident, and your statement indicates
that you may have forgotten to lower 'em, and that you we1·e distracted

by the area under construction. Do
you know what would be said if I
had pulled a head up stunt like
that ?"
Chum ley thought for a minute.
''Mate1·iel failure, cause unknown,
sir?"
The Colonel's face reddened as
he ignored the remark. "Just what
were you trying to do, land in the
first 20 feet?"
"Well- actually I did plan to put
it clown fairly short, and even as
it was, I was close to making it.
If I just hadn't forgotten the flaps
and maybe hadn't aimed so close to
the end-or it hadn't settled on me."
"Chumley, you of all people
should know that being close only
counts in horseshoes. You're a professional and there isn't room for
just being close. When the chips
are clown, you've got to be smack
on the ball. I guess the only thing
that would be appropriate is to have
you be with the runway mobile control officer for a few weeks and
see how landings should be done.
ow get out before I ... !"

C.Z. headed for the door at a
trot. "Yes, sir, you'll see, I'll make
you proud of me, I'll show you that
... " The door of the office opened
and the colonel's coffee in the hands
of the secretary went flying as she
started in and C.Z. hurtled past on
his way out. Chumley spun around
and grinned. "Wow-that was a
close one," then van ished.
The Colonel took his hands from
his eyes and looked at the coffeedrenched secretary. Then, shakin g
his head slowly, he said, "You know,
with Chumley, it isn't whether he
wins or loses, it's how he plays the
game- and he plays it miserably."

*
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PRING IS POPPING OUT ALL OVER and
with it comes the welcoming sight and fragrance
of buds and flowers. Lawns are turning green
which means it's time to get out the old mower, oi l it
up and start figuring out a way of getting rid of the
grass cuttings.
Now also is the time to give a little thought to the
safety aspect of this business of mowing the lawn,
especially if you operate a rotary power mower. Somebody is going to get hurt and it might be you. In the
fi les are hundreds of injury and property damage reports all caused by power mowers. But, let's back up a
bit. Whose fault? How about the operator?
Experience has taught safety people a number of
les ons on how to mow the lawn and do it safely.
There is no guarantee that if one follows every rule that
he will be 100 per cent accident free, but there is a
guarantee that a few simple precautions will increase
the odds against his getting hurt.
Here are some of those rules with examples of what
to expect if you chuck the rules out the window and
have at it without a thought to yours and others' safety.
• When starting a power mower, be sure the clutch
is disengage,d, that your feet are clear of the blades
and that )IOU are properly balanced when pulling the
starter cord.
Example: An airman was unable to get a mower
started, so he moved to the front, placed his right foot
on the machine, both hands on the starter cord and
pulled as hard as he could. His foot slipped, the mower
roll ed forward and pinned his right foot under the
machine. Although the mower didn't start, the blade
revolved cutting through his shoe and into his foot.
Lost time, 30 days.
• Disconnect the spark plug wire whenever you want
to work on the underside of the mower. Use the handle
to turn the mower over; don't reach under and expose
your hand to the blades. Never remove any object or
clogged grass from the blades or any moving part when
the machine is running.
Example: A workman was using a self-propelled,
reel-type mower. He stopped the mower to see if anything was clogging the machine, but failed to turn off
the engine. As he lifted the drive belt to check it, the
inc reased tension on the belt caused the reels to start
turning. His fingers were caught between the belt drive
and the pull ey resulting in lacerations and fracture of
two fingers .
• Remove objects such as sticks, stones, wires from
the area to be mowed a·n d avoid obstacles such as lm·ge
rocks buried in the ground, heavy tree ro ots, cement or
metal curbs, etc.
Examples : There are many examples that illustrate
the wisdom of thi rule with a rotary mower. A few:
a stone was thrown approximately 160 feet from a
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mower through the windshield of a new ca r. Cost to
replace the windshield was 75; an Air Force officer
received a fractured cheek bone and severe eye damage
when a piece of bone was thrown up by a mower; cases
where small stone were thrown into the operator causing minor damage are too numerous to detail. An airman was using a mower with two clutches, one for the
blade an 1 the other for the wheels. He disengaged the
clutch to stop forward movement but left the blade
turning in order to trim around a manhole. The blade
hit the concrete cover and sheared off striking the
airman i.n the foot. Result: Severe laceration and compound fracture of four toes. Another airman was even
unluckier; he lost a foot in a similar type accident.
• Do not operate mower on wet grass. Be particularly careful on a hillside.
Example: While cutting the grass on a 45-degree
slope, an airman slipped and fell and his foot went
under the rear housing of the mower. The blade cut
through the sole of his shoe cutting three of hi s toes
and the ball of hi s foot. This man wa at home which
may account for his wearing tennis shoes. Also, the
grass was wet, a combination, along with the slope,
that would almost guarantee a slip. Under a similar
situation two airmen were working together, one at the
top of the slope with a rope attached to the mower.
Again, the man handling the mower slipped and hi s foot
went under the mower housing injuring his foot.
In addition to the above, there are some other tips
that might save you a trip to the hospital:
• Don't leave mower unattended.
• Be careful with fuel-don't refuel when the
engine is hot. AND keep stored fuel in an approved can.
• Keep children and pets away from the mower
while it is operating.
• Don't mow when the grass is wet. There's too
much danger of slipping and, with an electric mower,
there's an additional hazard.
• ·when mowing on rough ground or in high grass
or weeds, don't try to be an earth mover-set the blade
high to avoid hidden debris and high spots.
• Riding type mowers can overturn. Be extremely
careful on slopes.
• When buying a power mower for your personal
use, don't make it a point to buy the cheape t one you
can find . Be sure it's well made and the blade is properly
guarded front and rear. Ask yourself whether a blade
could escape should it tear loose.
• Professional type mowers should be given the
same care as any other potentially dangerous power
equipment. Inspections should be regular and thorough.
Why not take equally good care of your home mower?
It can maim you just as effective·ly.
Finally, regard your mower as a piece of power
equipment. Respect it, and teach others to do so !

*
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SEVEN EMER

N 2 OCTOBER 1962, 53
Guard transmiss ions were recorded during an interval of
seven hours and 20 minutes . The
rather startling implication here is
that aircraft in the vicinity of Kansa City Center at that particular
time were encoun tering roughly
seven emergencies per hour. T he
implication would be catastroph ic
were it not that at no time was any
aircraft experiencing real danger.
And this is not an isolated case;
conclusions of one observer are that
Guard transmissions are made at
roughly six per hour.
Let us return to the radio log of
2 October. Of the 53 ca ll s received, 12 were unintelligible due to
ga rble or inter fe rence from normal
en route frequency. The remaining
41 transmissions bear further exami nation. Forty-seven per cent
were in itiated by departure and approach agencies. Twenty-seven per
cent were from F light Service S tations. Twelve per cent were from
tower facilities. Seven per cent were
from ARTC center and five per
cent were from ADDC agencies.
Only one call, two per cent of the
total, was made by a pi lot. All
these calls arose from mere communications problems and not conditions of actual aircraft distress.
On th e basis of this one sampling,
ground controllers and coordinators
are by far the largest contributors

O

ENCIES IN ONE HOUR

to the noise on Guard . Most of
thei r transmissions consist of in structions to QSY or change IFF/
SIF setti ngs, information properly
delivered on normal frequencies.
Towers are also heavy users of
Guard, particularly with test transmiss ions and often with landing,
takeoff, and even tax i in structions.
Other agencies perhaps not qui te
so addicted to the use of Guard,
but determined users neverth eless,
are ADDC agencies and SAC command posts. Lastly, of course, we
have a very small percentage of aviators-engaged in air refueling, fo rmation fl ig-ht, etc.-who, it seems,
must do their sha re to clutter the
emergency f requency. T he sad truth
is that the so-called etne rgency f requencies have become mere backup
frequencies for dissemination of info rmation of all kinds which, fo r
various reasons, is not being commun icated on the proper f req uencies. T hese non-distress transm issions, augmented by freq uent tests
on Guard, constitute an annoying
and occasionally hazardous distraction to the man in the cockpit.
W HAT CAN BE DONE

Full use should be made of nonemergency frequencies. Every pilot
should accept only aircraft with fully operational radios.
Possibly a letter from the controlling agency to the pilots' home

station would improve pi lot procedures or cor rect rad io de fi ciencies,
particularly if an explanation were
mandatory.
A revision of Guard test procedures is essential. Frequent or random tests a re unnecessa ry.
Red uce I FF / SI F in structions issued on Gua rd.
Use VHF receiving capability of
omn i-equipped ai rcraft when UHF
fai ls, and have the pilot acknowledge instructions with IFF/ SIF
equipment.
Use discrete f requencies, as li sted
in the E nroute S upplement or relay
through a F light Service S tation .
S tick to specified prima ry and
?ackup f requencies for ai r refuelmgs.
Formation fl ights must respect
comm u nications discipline. E n
route f requencies must be br ief eel
and a backup channel fo r interplane
contact should be established.
I n conclusion, extensive Guard
misuse is annoying, alway unprofessional, and occasionally clownright dangerous. This widespread
abuse warrants the attention of all
who speak into microphones that
broadcast on air-ground channels.
If it's an emergency, go ahead.
That's why Guard channels have
been et up . Before you select it,
however, ask yourself: IS THIS
AN EMERGENCY?

*

7/Lt Daniel K. Read, 34 Air Refueling Sq, Offutt AFB, Nebr.

HAVE
GRABBED THE RELEASE and
got rid of the billowing parachute. For a few
moments he sat quietly on the g round a sessing
his cond iti on. 1 othing appeared to be broken or oul
of place, so he got to hi s feet and looked off to the
southeast where a black, greasy column of smoke
marked the grave of hi s jet fighter.
He stood thu for ·everal minutes, pondering his
e cape from the aircraft after its engine had quit and
he had been forced to get out. The rugged terrain below had looked uninviting causing him to delay the
ejection. But a gnawing reminder in the back of his
brain brought back the advice he had seen repeated
many times in the safety magazine- "Under controlled
conditions the pilot should eject at 2000 feet or above."
With the altimeter rolling pa t 2000, he realized he
had to go, because with altimeter lag and downward
velocity he would be somewhat under that elevation before he actually got out of the cockpit. It turned out
that hi s chute made a couple of oscillations and he was
on the deck in what seemed no time at al l.
Now his mind turned to the practical aspects of hi s
pre ent situation. The desert was remote and vast.
He climbed to the top of a small knob and looked out
over the great sandy waste that stretched as far as he
could see. All about were ragged brown and gray hills
and mountains. Far away through the haze he could
make out a range of high mountains sti ll capped with
snow. Heat waves and du t devils mixed with the
sparse vegetation of the desert floor. For a few moments he was awed by the vastness and the dead quiet.
Awe gradually turned to fright and for a moment
touched on panic when he suddenly realized that he was
all alone in a world that seemed completely bereft of lif e
and even the means of supporting lif e.
"Get hold of yomself, boy," he told himself. He
fought clown the panic urge and forced him self to relax.
Finally he began to feel more optimistic. Within a
hort time he should be found. It wasn't 1·eally true
that he would have to stay in this barren waste for-
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rhe chart below shows days of expected survival in the desert. Note
that survival time is not appreciab ly increased until available water is
about four quarts, the amount necessary to maintain water balance
for one day at high temperatu res. Using shade or otherwise reducing
temperature a few degrees is as effective and as important in in·

MAX DAILY
SHADE TEMP

120°

I QUART

NO WATER

*

2 DAYS

**I DAY
110°

100°

goo

3 DAYS

-

What to do until·

•
ever. Why, within an hour he might be rescued. With
this thought came the coun ter thought that rescue might
take quite awhile.
He retraced the events ince the engine of his fighter
failed. He realized now that he had been so preoccupied with trying to restart the engine and then with
getting out of the bird that he had done nothing to
alert anyone that he was in trouble. Of course he would
be missed soon, but where would they look for him?
Would GCI be able to a sist? He didn't know. Therefore, as far a planning was concerned, he had to
face the facts as they appeared to him.
He was down in a seemingly uninhabitable land.
No one knew where he was or whether he was till
alive.
A far as he now knew he would have to keep him self alive for, perhaps, everal days.
He had been traine I in survival techniques and he
had better get busy remembering what they were.
Haven wa still optimistic about being rescued.
ow, however, he realistically considered the fact that
he might have to pend everal clays in the desert and
that he would have to provide for himself.
At two o'clock on a summer afternoon the desert
temperatures soar to almost unimaginable heights. A
creasing survival time as water. At equal temperature the body re·
quires two to three times as much water in deserts as it does in
jungles or in humidified buildings. { * No exercise and remaining
quiet. ** Walking at night until exhausted and resting thereafter.)
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-
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6 .5 DAYS
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13.5 DAYS

23 DAYS

TSgt Charles E. Steinwach s, Survival Training School, Edwards AFB, and Robert W. Harrison
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thermometer readi ng of 120 degrees or better is not uncommon. Lt Haven now became aware of the intense
hea~. To himself he thought, "The first thing I have to
do IS try to get out of the sun." Prior to that however
he'd better collect h is gear. He walked dowr{ from th~
knob to hi s chute and rolled it up in a ball. A fter
piling a couple of rocks on it, in case a dust devil
came along, he picked up his survival kit and carried
it to th e sparse shade of a nearby J oshua tree. After
retrieving the parachute he tore off a strip of the mate rial and fashioned himself a hat which he tied under
his chin with a piece of riser. F inally, using the tree
and a heavy rock for tension, he used th e remainder
of the canopy to construct a lean-to. Crawling in side,
he sat down to think about what to do until rescue
came along.
At first his mind wandered, traveling f rom water to
food to shelter to wheth er it would be best to stay put
or try to travel. Af ter a few minutes of this he realized that his pred icament requi red that he concentrate
on those survival techniques he had learned back at
the base school. Forcing hi s mind to focus on the
classroom scene helped and befo re long he was able
to recall the in structor's face and th e displays around
the wall s of the room. F inally th e in tructor 's words
began to come through. W ithin a few minu te he was
reliving those classroom hours.
"Gentlemen, we are going to spend the next three
days discu sing dese rt, eacoast and moun tain a reas and
how you can survive alone in them with li ttle or no
equi pment."· T he voice of the instructo r continued on.
"_Let's _say you bail, out in the desert with just your
survtval lot. You don t have any water and very li ttle
food . In the desert one gallon of water a clay will be
necessary just to keep you alive. One gallon a day
~ Ill w~ rd off dehydration; with anything less clehycl ratwn will commence. O nce you start to dehydrate, unl ess
the fl uid loss is replaced, one thing is inevitable and
that IS tha t you a re going to die. Durin g th e hot part
of the yea r, with no water, th e ordina ry hu man may
not last mo t·e than one clay. T his has been proven in
the laboratory and in actual experience.
"Now there are ways to supplement your water supply and you had better lea rn them. First, there is the
Acacia tree whi ch grows fairly abundantly in our southwestern deserts. T his is also known as the cat claw
tree and here is a picture of one and a branch. Actually it's mo1·e of a bush than a tree. Notice th e myri ad
of very tiny leaves and the thorny spikes . T hey' re
one to two inches long and cover the entire t1·ee. T his
tree is a sure water ind icator. W herever you find an

~cac i a tree there will be water anywhere from a few
mches to a few feet underneath the seemingly a riel
g roun d;_ You'll _have to dig down until you hi t damp
sand. J he1_1 watt seve ral ho_urs, preferably overnight,
and you 1nll ha1·e water wh tch has accumul ated in the
hole.
"Another met hod uf gelli ng water is (rom what we
call the 'traveler 's f riencl'- th e bar rel cactus. 1 hi s
plant ha_s a large amount of very watery pulp in si de.
T~e eas1est way to get at this watery pulp is to cut
off the top of the cactus with a knife or machete. A n
axe or even a shovel will do the job. Di g out some of
the pulp, place it inside a cloth- undershi rt handkerchief_, parachute material-and wring it o'ut. From
a fa trly large cactus you can poss ibly get a quart of
water. It may be a little bitter but it really isn't bad.
"Another handy plant is the prickly pea r cactus
which has a watery pulp but not nearly as much as th~
b!lrrel_ cactus. It is a very good source of food too,
smce 1t can ~e eaten ~fter you peel off ilie thorny hide.
T hen there 1s_ th_e pnckly pea r apple which is stickysweet. Some ltqmd can be squeezed from thi s.
"There's anoilier place where you might find water.
T hat's in stream beds or d ry washes. Look along ilie
outside curves on these stream beds, wh ere the water
p re_ss t~ re in th e spring runoff piles up against the bank.
! ht s 1s the last place where the water will dissipate
111 ilie summer. Examine ili ese outside curves fo r any
unusual amount of vegetation. T his is an indication
of water. Again, dig until you hit wet sand. O ne other
thing: if you don 't see any indication of water don't
waste your energy digging. L ook someplace else.
"No_w let's discuss shelter. Any shade will be your
shelte1· 111 th e desert- the shade of an airc raf t a cliff
a tree, or you. can use you~ pa1·achu te . (Lt Have~
congratulated himself on ha:rmg done thi s ri ght off. )
D rape the chute over the wmg, or over th e top of a
tunted tree or cactus. Use whatever material is avail able. You may have to pile up some rocks to two or
three fee t and d rape your chute over them.
" W e have found that a person can get a evere sunburn through one layer of parachute canopy material.
So double th e material with six inches between layers
if possible._ Thi s will preven_t sun burn and th e layer
of dead a11·_ will act as an msulator. A lso di g into
th e sand. 1 he furth er down you dig th e cooler the
sa nd becomes. Don't sit on the bare desert g roun d. At
one foot above or below th e desert fl oor the temperature
can be 30 degrees cooler. The surface absorbs ' and
radiates heat. it on an inverted raft or other equipment.
"Perhaps you don't kn ow it, but game aboun ds in
the dese rt and it is a good source of food. O f course
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WHAT TO DO
UNTI L THE CHOPPER COMES

you'll have to do your hunting at night for that's when
the game will be out and moving about. In fact, confine all of your activity to night- stay in your shelter
in the daytime. You can trap or snare rodents such
as mice; the desert abounds with rabbits, and there
are a lot of reptiles- all kinds of lizards and snakes.
Every one of them is edible. You're probably a little
squeamish about eating these things, but if you go
hungry for a couple of clays you'll lose that. Snakes
are a very good source of food . T his includes rattlesnakes. Simply chop off the head, slice the snake clown
the midd le and peel off the skin . Gutting is easy and
you should take out the spine.
"All rodents can be eaten. This includes jack rabbits, squirrels, mice. Most of the meat i in the hind
quarters. Lizards are another food source. Chuckawallas are abundant in the desert. They grow 12 to 18
inches in length. You'll find them usually in rocky
areas of the desert and mountain foothills.
"All lizards are edible and this includes the gila
monster, which you've heard is poisonou , but which is
good eating. Chop off his head and go to work on his
hind quarters and tail. The smaller lizards are very
fast and extremely hard to catch, unless you can corner
them. T he big ones, like the chuckawalla and gila
monster, are very slow moving. Usually they wedge
themselves down in some crevass in the rocks and have
to be pried loose. The gi la monster is extremely slow
moving so your chances of being bitten are slight if
you are careful. Just don't pick him up by the tail
because he can switch ends very quickly. Chop off
his head and then pick him up.
"In the mountains you have the food problem too,
but you also have other problems that differ in some respects from what you encounter in the desert, although
some of the western mountains are as ariel as the desert.
Your primary concerns will be food and protection
from the elements. Water shouldn't be a problem . In
wintertime, of course, you have snow cover whi ch can
be melted to make drinking water. During the summer,
with a bit of ingenuity and some hiking around, water
can always be located. We spend quite a bit of time
in the mountains with these survival classes and we
have never had a problem with water.
"Food can usually be obtained sin ce there are deer,
rabbits and squirrels. In the southwest moLmtains there
is a va riety of very large gray squinel. In fact, they' re
the biggest squirrels in the country and one of them
is just about more than a man can eat. Farther north
there is a reel squirrel that is very common. Locating
them is no problem. As a matter of fact they will locate
you and long before you see the squirrel he will have
spotted you and put up a racket.
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" If you have the survival weapon you can shoot
squirrels. If not, make a squirrel snare. 1 hi s is a two
or three inch sapling laid against a tree where he has
hi s nest. Interlace the sapling with several wire snares
- five or six- all the way up. P lace it against the
tree and leave for a day or so. When you come back
you're bound to have a squirrel since he will have begun to use the sapling as his access to and from the tree.
"Mountain streams contain fi sh and there is an abtm dance of snakes and lizards.
"A person on foot is difficult to see in th e mountain s
so you probably will try to walk out. Go downstream
since all streams eventually lead out into valleys and
it's in the valleys where you will find civili zation. Even
if the stream leads to a lake, that will be to your advantage. Remember your emergency transmitter won't
be of much use in the mountains so save it, or climb
to the top of the highest mountain around, if that's
fea sible.
"Be sure to purify any water you drink. There's
an old wive's tale about running water purifying itself.
Don't believe it. If there is a dead animal lying in the
stream or animal lroppings there are bound to be bacteria and J?OSsibly other parasites in the water. They
may not kt ll you but they can make you very ill. Ill ness is not conducive to survival.
"In your survival manual there is a rule that you
boil water for five minutes. For every thousand feet
of altitude boil it an additional five minutes. As you
know, th e higher you go the quicker water boi ls and
fi ve minutes total may not be enough at high altitudes.
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"You may recall when we had halazone tablet in
survival kits. These have been replaced with iod ine.
Halazone is okay, and it is sold in drug stores for
water purification, but halazone tablets stored for a
long time lose their potency and became useless ... ."
Lt Haven was brought back to the pre ent by the
sound of an engine shattering the de ert sti llness. He
crawled out from his lean-to and saw the chopper hovering over the wreckage of his plane a few mi les away.
Quickly he dug into hi s survival kit and pulled out the
survival radio, signaling mirror and flare equipment.
To be on the safe side he fired a flare, began signaling
with the mirror and turned on the U RC-10 rad io.
"Helicopter, this is the pilot of that crashed airplane
you're hovering over. I'm about four miles northwest,
near a small knob. How about com ing over here and
picking me up ? By the way, have you got a ham
sandwich and a cold beer?"
While waiting for the chopper, Lt Haven gave
thanks for the quick rescue. Then he paused a moment
to think about hi s chances of surv ival had the choppet·
not arrived. "By golly, I think I could have made it."
He gave another silent thanks for the survival experts
and all they had taught him.

*
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L~~ Responsibility~~
ITH THE FAMILIAR LANDMARKS of
homebase coming into sight the crew of a jet
transport decided to fly local for a time prior
to landing, to give the pilot some additional practice.
The instructor pilot cancell ed their IFR clearance and
received permis ion fo r 45 minutes fl ight in the local
a rea.
Finally the aircraft, which carried several passengers
in addition to the crew, was lin ed up with the run way
and permission was received for a low approach. One
minute later the plane crashed 2000 feet short of the
runway. Th e only survivo r was the instructor p il ot.
Investigation into what caused thi s disastrous accident began immediately. It was soon evident that
the aircraft had hit the ground on th e main gea r in a
slight no e-up attitude. Just after impact, the ri ght
wing cut through a grove of small trees, the right wing
tanks ru ptured, and the aircraft burst into flames whil e
sliding towa rd the runway. It was destroyed by fire.
R econstruction of the events preceding the accident
brought out that while the aircraft was descending
for the low approach, the IP rolled in f ull nose-down
stabili zer trim and electrically disengaged the normal
pitch trim system . P urpose of th is was to configure
the aircraft fo r demonstration of control fo rces required when flying with a stuck stabili zer trim.
Upon entering the traffic pattern the pil ot had lowered takeoff and approach flaps. O n final app roach,
at approximately 1000 feet, the pi lot experienced the
heavy stick fo rces to be expected in that configuration
and advised th e J P that he didn't think he coul d hold
the nose up with full flaps but woul d like to try.
F ull flaps were lowered and the pil ot soon advised
the IP that he could not break the steep rate of descent.
Power was appli ed for the go-around and the instructor
reset the normal pi tch tri m system and applied UP
tri m. T he system did not respond . Emergency trim
was engaged ; still no response. With both pilots holding the yoke back for a f ull nose-up position, th e aircraft flew into the g round.
Investigators foun d the flaps fully extended and
the horizontal stabilizer in the full nose-down position.
It was further determined that there were no defects
or malfun ctions in the control switches and circuits
of the trim ystem. L abo1·atory tests of th e horizontal
stabilizer actuator revealed that a short had occurred
in the field windings of the emergency motor, and
that whil e the normal motor operated satisfacto rily,
excess ive electri cal loads occurred when the system was
operated un de r maxi mum design load conditions. Due
to th e possibility of side loads and the resultant decrease in effectiveness of the stabili zer actuator, the
total loads on the stabilizer during the app roach a re
un known.
T he fl ight manual bein g used at the time contai ned
the notati on that in the event of fa ilt11·e of th e tri m
system in the full nose-clown position, a safe landing
could be accomplished. However, the foll owing procedures we re recommended :
• P lan the landing for a considerably longe r runway
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than the minim um required.
• P lan to land with wing flaps in the full UP position.
•
se a minimum approach speed of 160 knots and
a minimum flare speed of 145 knots.
Tn additi on, the command 55-1 manual rest ri cted
the practice of emergency procedures to a minimum
a ltitude of 3000 fee t. J t is interesting to note that initia l
checkout instructi ons p rovided the involved instructor
pilot did not include positioning the stabili zer in the
full DOWN position. Rather, the procedure was
demonstrated with one-half of one deg ree nose-up trim
with the normal trim system engaged at all times.
F rom the above, most readers probabl y will agree
that th e instructor pilot attempted a demonstration of
an emergency proced ure at an altitude that proved to
be too low for safe recovery. I t is probabl e that these
same readers will not entirely agree on the cause of
the accident because of th e condition and abnormal
operating characteristics of the stabilizer actuator . If
thi s demonstration had been performed above 3000
feet, an inoperative trim system would probabl y not
have : esulted in an accident. O n the other hand, had
the tnm actuator operated satisfacto rily, especially in
the emergency position, th e accident woul d probabl y
not h,ave oc~urred . Regardless of whi ch view you sha re,
there s an Important point to remem ber : Never place
your aircraft in a configuration, attitude or altitude
that does not provide sufficient ro01n for recovery,
should a system m alfunction.
Before fin al conclusions are drawn concernin o- thi s
accident, let's consider the other cause fac tors th at ~>stand
out somewhat in the background. The degree to whi ch
these causes contributed to the accident cannot be definitely established; however, th eir importance shoul d not
be minimized.
App roximately two years prior to thi s accident a
training confe rence was convened to determine spe~ial
training courses required to support thi aircraft. Due
to various changes, a comprehensive and detailed aircrew training program was not written prior to the date
of the accident.
A ir Fo rce Manual 60- l sets forth th e responsibiliti es
for standardization, training and evaluation. It conta ins the requirement and guide for developmen t of
standardization/ evaluation manuals fo r the operati on
of each a ircraft. Such a manual had not been prepared
for this aircraft.
The aircrew trammg program of the speci fi e organi zation was ndt adequate for th e checkout and upgrading of aircrew members in a new and complex
a ircraft.
F inally, and probably most impo rtant, is th e fact
that a complete A ir Force F light Manual (Dash O ne)
had not been publi shed although this a ircraft had been
in th e active inventory for some tim e.
T hose of you se1·vin g in a supervi sory capacity will
certainly agree that th e lack of these key publi cations
a1·e significant and help to explain why thi s accident
occurred.

*

Lt Col Gordon D . McBain , Jr., Transport Section , Flight Safety Div.
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Disorientation
fact and fancy
•
Capt Victor E. Schu lze, Jr., Ch ief, Aerospace Medicine, O ffice of the Surgeon, Hq Air Traini ng Command,
L----

HAD BEEN A ICE OUT A D BACK with
plenty of weather. Now, with home plate only 15
minutes away, the completion of a successful mission was almost at hand. Flying wing on the lead '100
was cluck soup, even in the muck, and a fellow ought to
get plenty of practice doing that. Over the VOR and
into the penetration turn now. A quick glance at the
fuel. Little on the short side, but no sweat, really.
Lead's got it cooled and made the GCA pickup now.
Downwind and cockpit check. Gear set. Six hundred
feet and half mile viz. Final turn, recheck gear, give a
sneak peek at airspeed and fuel. Watch the lead!
Thought for a minute he was rolling over. Number two
break-off and go around. That's me. Hit the AB, pull
up and get on the gages. Gear, snatch. Fuel getting to
be a mite touchy. Better make the next one or it'll be
a bind to get around again. What's with that stupid attitude indicator. Got to believe it though. What the
Hell! It tumbled. Something's wrong, bad wrong.
There's the ground! Oh, God!
Spatial Disorientation , or pilot's vertigo, as it is
sometimes called, accounts for a fair share of fatal
aircraft accidents each year. The majority occur in
a sequence similar to the above story. Weather flying,
jet aircraft (frequently single seaters), traffic pattern
altitude, switching from contact to instrument flight ,
some out-of-the-ordinary procedure (go-around, switching radio channels, an emergency, etc.) predispose to
the perceptual confusion terminating• in an episode of
complete operator uselessness. What is this thing called
disorientation, and why does it happen ? What can be
done about it?
To appreciate the subject of disorientation, one
should know something of the history of instrument
flight, and the early recognition of pilot vertigo as a
hazard to flying.
A fortuitous circumstance involving two men in
1926 marked an understanding of human reaction s to
blind flying. The scene for this significant event was
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set in 1918 when E lmer Sperry, owner of the Sperry
Gyro cope Company, gave William Ocker, an Air Corps
pilot, an early model gyro turn indicator. This was a
crude needle-ball in strument, but Ocker soon learned
to use it in his flying. The original instrument was fitted
with clamps so it could be attached to a strut of an aircraft. Ocker carried this instrument in a small black
bag, as much to avoid the ridicule its use engendered,
as to protect it. ·w hen he flew, Ocker would clamp hi s
needle-ball instrument to a wing st rut so he could see
its face clearly. Others took a fling at using the instrument, but none mastered it to the degree that Ocker
did, and thus, they did not regard it as a particularly
valuable instrument.
In 1926, Major David A. Myers, a Flight Surgeon
at Crissy Field (San Francisco), Calif., had occasion
to perform the annual flying physical examination on
Major Ocker. In those days, the flying physical allowed a variety of extra tests, this variety being limited
only by the imagination and interest of the flight surgeon
performing the tests. One of Dr. Myer's tests involved
spinning the blindfolded examinee in a rotating chair
to demonstrate the unreliability of the human senses
in accurately determining spinning movements. When
Ocker was tested, he too failed to give correct respon ses.
However, Ocker had an idea about the rotation test.
He advised Doctor Myers he would be back in an hour
or so to take the test again, and that be would be able
to give the correct responses on the second test. He
returned with a small black box into which he peered
as the rotation test was performed. This time, as he
predicted, he was able to give the correct responses. Of
course, the box contained Ocker's turn and bank in dicator. Dr. Myers was naturally quite interested in the
instrument that could depict movements which the
human body interpreted erroneously. As a result, Myers
studied the equilibrium senses in the human and was
able to make several valuable contributions to our present clay understanding of why di so rientation occurs.
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In 1929, Ocker and Myers joined Ll a rl Crane at
Brooks Field, Tex., to further study in trum ent flyin g
techniques.
evera l interesting facts came f rom thi s
series of experiments. It wa fo und that blindfolded
pigeon could not maintain their orientation when
dropped from aircraft, and promptly fixed their wing
in a glide configuration in order to fall more or le s
safely to ground . This establi shed the fact that birds
are strictly VFR flyers. Jt was also found by experiments with blindfolded men, required to wa lk across a
field, that humans will not maintain a traight course
without visual aids. In all instances, the blindfolded
men pursued a circular path with the curve gradually
increasi ng to form a spiral. It was also noted that the
spi ral could be to either side and that it never reversed.
Meanwhile, Ocker and Crane were attempting to promote the cau e of in strument flyin g in training programs .
By 1930, Sr erry had developed other flight instruments, seve ral of which had been teste I by Lt Jimmie
Doolittle in some notable blind landing tests in 1929.
The Air Corp , somewhat reluctantly, began to integ rate instrument training into its flying program at that
time. T he October 1930 Class of the Advanced F lying
School at I elly Field, Tex., was the first instrumenttrained clas to graduate.
Although the start was meager and in volved pri marily the " 1,. 2, 3, Need le, Ball and A ir peed" ystem,
it soon got a boost in the Air :.fai l tragedies of 1934.
By Order of the President, the Army Air Co rp flew
the U.S . l\Iail from February 19 to June 1, 1934, in one
of the worst winters on record. App roximately 150 A ir
Corps pil ots flew outmoded, poorly equipped aircraft
carrying the mai l. :.Iost of the pilots were g rossly inept
in instrument ~lying technique and had obsolete instru ments to u e. \ Vithin the first three weeks, nine pi lot and their passengers had been kill ed. Forced landings
and bailouts were f requent. Pi lots often flew at night
in snowstorms, using flashlights to read their icy in st rument panels. ·when the Ai r }Iail order was terminated, a total of 14 Army pilots had lo t their lives . It
might be sa id. hO\Yever, that these lives were saet·ificed
upon the alta r of progress, a in st rum ent training receive I a great deal of emphasis thereafter.
hortly after the ta rt of \Vorlcl vVa r II, it became
e\·ident that better methods of in strument fly ing than
the "needle-ball-airspeed" system would have to be appli ed to the hi gher performance aircraft being used in
the 'var effort. Major (later Colonel) J oe B. Duckworth adapted the "full-panel system'' a pioneered by
Jimmie Doolittl e, to the Air Co rps training program .
In 1943. the full panel y tem wa incorporated into
all training programs, and to date represents the basic
instrument flying system util ized by the U .
. ir
Force.
By now, you are probably wondering what all this
has to do with disorientation. Simply thi s: proficiency
in in strument flying is Yery important in preventing el i orientation, now, as always.
patial d isorientation shoul d be eli ·tingui heel from
vertigo. The two term a re often used synonymously
but mean two entirely different things. Vertigo mean s
di zzin ess, or a spinnin g sensation. Disorientation im pli e a lack of app reciation for one's P?Siti on _in :eference to the surface of the earth. In fltght, clt so n entation may be rather common, but true ve rtigo i rare.

Orientation, ot· po ition en e, in th e human is maintained by means of three senso ry modalities: ( 1) the
eyes, (2) the inner ea r, and ( 3) the nerve endings in
the muscle , joints, skin , and abdominal organs. Of
all these, the eyes are by far the most important.
o
important are the eyes a organs of orientation that it
would actually be helpful if the other two senses or

orientation could be witched off during flight. Becau e
of the false sensations they sometimes tran mit to th e
brain, the inner ear and the senso ry nerve endings can
confuse th e brain as to position sense, and the delay
caused by this confusion and indecision can mean the
difference between life and death . H ow can thi s be ?
Why woul I the body be built that way? The answers
are actually very simple.
As we stand on the ground in broad daylight, gazin g
out ahead of us, all i serene balance-wise. Ou r eyes
perceive the distant horizon as a line stretching from
left to right, our inner ea rs tell us that g ravity i pulling
at our feet, and the nerve endings in the soles of our
feet. in our knees and muscles, and in our internal
org~ns confirm this. The compli cated balance appara tus
is well compo ed and all systems regi. ter "Go." This
is \\"hat we haYe grown up to know, to feel, and to
depend upon. It is a day-to-clay experi ence with certain
ingrained habit patterns and responses. It is natural
and normal. Now, kee1 this picture in mind as we
bluntly di ect each of the three ensory system affecting orientation.
Fir t the eyes. The hand may be qui cker, but to
see is to belieYe. The eye a re the most impo rtant orienting sense we have. Take away the eyes and we begin
to apr roach the core of the problem.
The second ystem, the inner ea r (o r vestibula r apparatu as it is often called in more erudite medical
ci rcl es) is a compli cated little gadget that actually has
two functions related to equilibrium. It i a gravity
sensor and an acceleration sen or. Both of these are
worthwhil e functions as long a they ope rate accurately
and transmit valid information. Generall y, on the
ground these things do tran mit accurate information .
1n an ai rcraft, howe\'er, the Ya rious motion of flight
produce situations the inner ea r was not des igned to
fathom. Fo r in stance, the gravity receptors are impl y
sma ll hairs with little blocks of calcium ca rbonate concretion on their ends. As the littl e blccl~ a re pull ed
down by gravity, they bend th e hairs and send impul ses
to the brain. The e impul se are interpreted by the
brain, on the basis of experi ence ga in ed si nce birth ,
as certai n bodily po. iti ons in relation to the ground.
Unfortun a tely, these littl e blocks may be bent a round
by G forces as well a gravity. So ri ght off, we have
one ource of erroneous information that can a ri se from
the inner eaL
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How about the acceleration sensor ? These are generally regarded as the sem i-ci rcula r canals and they
are capable of detecting lin ear (strai ght lin e) acceleration as well as rotational ( turning ) acceleration. They
have certain threshold of stimulation , below whi ch
they do not ring any bell in the brain. This may be
presented as being analogou to takeoff speed. Below
takeoff speed, the bird isn' t going to fly no matter how
much concrete you roll under the wheel s. At takeoff
speed, the bell rings. In flying, many accelerations
a re sub-threshold and do not register in the brain. A n
example of thi s is the fam ili ar " lean " frequentl y seen
in in trument flight. Thi is ca used by a slow, g rad ual
bankin g of the aircraft- so slow and grad ual that the
semi -circul ar canal s do not regi ter the change. Su 1denly the pilot realizes the attitude in d icator is sloped
off, so he banks back to straight and level fti ght- u ·ua ll y
somewhat abruptly. N ow the semi-ci1·cular cana ls clo
register, and they regi ster a bank in the direction of
the co rrection. Thi s leaves the pilot with the impresion of being tipped to one side, to whi ch he made th e
corrective bank. He th en has a natural tendency to
g raduall y ease back over to the original banked position.
This is again detected on the attitu le indicator and
recovery is effected, again with a th reshold bank in the
co rrection direction. Thi s further rei nforces the mental
impre sion of being banked in the direction that the co rrective banks were made. As a compensatory reflex
mechanism , the pilot un consciou ly leans away from
the direction of the corrective bank so as to " it upright" according to hi s mental impre sion. A lthough
this is an un comfortable sen sation, it is not as likely to
produce a critical ituations as the erroneous information conce rning accelerations that may arise f rom the
semi-circula r canals.
The semi-circular canals are fill ed with a fluid
similar to the plasma of the blood. They respond much
as the ice in a d rink when the glass is rotated. That
i , as the gla s is rotated, the ice i sbw to follow
the rotation, then it picks up speed until it rotates at
the same peed as the glass. Now if the glass is stopped,
the ice continues to rotate for a bit. T he fluid in the
semi-circular canal s tend to follow the same principle.
As the head rotate , the fluid starts to rotate also, but
at a slower rate than the head at fit·st. This relative
difference in the motion between the fluid and the c.<nal
is interp reted by th e brain as a rotation in a certa in
direction . Simple enough isn't it ?
o magic there.
Well, let's take it a step further. The pilot in hi s aircraft is in a turn and the head is rotating. The fluid in
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the semi-circular canal starts to rotate, but it is moving
slower than the canals, o the pilot gets the impression
he is rotating. O.K. so far. Now the fl uid catches up
with the canal. T here is no relative movement between
the canal and th e fluid , ju t a it is on the ground when
the flyer is not moving. What sensation does the pilot
have now? Go to the head of the class. Of course,
he feels like he is not rotating at all. That's not o
good is it ? \i\Tell , suppose we take it one step further.
Let's stop the tum and cease rotating th e pilot. Naturally the fluid in the semi-circula r canals is going to continue rotating fo r a few econcls, just as th e ice in th e
drink does when you stop rotating the glass . \ Vhat
sort of ensation does th e pilot get now ? Th at of turn ing in the opposite lirection, of course. Kinda' hai ry
isn't it? ·w ell, so much for the inner ear. By thi s
time, you shoul d get the impression that the inner ear
is not too rel iable a an indicator of position sense in
flight.
How about the third sen sory modality; i.e., the
nerve endin gs in the muscles, joints, skin, and abdom inal
organs? H ow could the e honest-to-goodness littl e fel lows ever be wrong? They are essentiall y pre sure
senso rs, true, and do not involve any compli cated mech ani sm . For in stance, if we stand leaning somewhat
on one foot, the nerve endings in that foot end a message to the brain to the effect that they haYe right sma rt
pressure being applied, while the other foot relates that
pre sure is low and things are A-OK. The brain , bein g
nobody's fool , immediately chalk s up a lean in the
direction of the foot reporting high pressure. Nothing
tricky there. Let' s take another situation. S uppo e we
a re in an elevator that is going up. As the cage accelerates, we are pressed harder against the floor and
our tomach is pulled clown in a sort of uncomfortable
way. 'vVe a re e ·sentially pulling some G in excess of
our nonnal one po itive G. T hi s sensation i one that
we associate with going up. This even carri es over into
flying. We put back pressure on the stick and immediately feel that we are being pressed clown in to
the seat as the aircraft cli mb . So, automatically the
brain interprets positive G as indicating a climb. Now,
suppose we visuali ze a pilot in the soup. He i in a
steep, descending spi ral, pulling about two po itive G.
Tt is difficu lt for him to reconcile the unwin d in g alti meter with the voices of the pres ure en sors in the seat
of hi s pants tellin g him he is in a terrific climb. Examples of this sort of thing a re endles . T he point is
that neither the inner ear nor the pressure sensor are
very reliable indicators of body orientation in flight.

...

...

...

Well now, let's get back to our fellow tanding on
the sidewalk gazing resolutely at the horizon. As we
said , all hi s systems a re in tune and the world is a
bright and cheery thing. Let's have him close hi s eyes
and then pin him about and perhaps even pick him
up and jostle him a bit thi s way and that. I ow it is
unlikely he will be able to point out the direction he
was headed, and perhaps he will even have trouble indicating the direction of the horizon. If he is a ked
to now open his eyes, he will immediately orient him elf.
This is in pite of the fact that he may still be receiving
the jostling and juggling. The reason he can o rient
him self is that hi eyes, when functioning, override
the other two sources of positional en ory input. One
peek i worth two fin esses. If we translate this into
terms of the pilot flying on instruments in the oup,
we immediately appreciate two things: ( 1) th e motions of flight play hob with the sensations of th e inner ear and th e pressure senso rs, and (2 ) when vi ual
senso ry input is lost or restricted, ori entation is a erious proposition.
The visiual displays presented by the attitude indicator and the other fli ght in struments are only a substitute for the actual horizon. One might say they're
a rather poor substitute at that, and few would a rgue
the point. A ll too often, the in strument display is not
convincing enough to allow the optical sensory system
to completely laminate the inner ear and pre sure
sen ors. In such in tance , the brain is bombarded
with conflicting sensory input relative to position and
orientation, and the harassed pilot is torn between believing a serie of gages or hi s natural sensation s of
position. In the critical second s of weat and indecision, unrecoverable flight attitudes may be entered.
Need less to say, the only thought should be to shut
out all sensation s and ride the in struments.
Disc' rientation rarely. occurs in VFR condition , or
any tin1e the horizon can be visuali zed. Occasionally
on a clear, dark night, patial di orientation can be a
problem. Arctic flyin g with "white-out" fall s into this
category also. In th e e in tances, the hori zon is lost
and disorientation more or less slips up on the pi lot
wh o i trying to fly contact. Other times, the lights on
the ground may be confused with stars, and some pilots
have repo1·ted in stances where dark groun d or water
has caused some confusion with refe ren ce to the earthsky dividing line. The clue here i. loss of a horizon.
vVhenever conditi ons a re such a to present an obscured
or vague hori zontal referen ce, be on the watch for di sorientation .

Well, we said above that di orientation rarely occurs in VFR condition . Th is is true. It is a condition primarily associated with in trument flight, and
one should immedi ately assume a tate of mental awareness of disorientation whenever instrument fli ght is
undertaken. One should be cognizant of the mechanisms
producing the conflict of sensory input to the brain,
not to remember what actually happen , but to kn ow
and remember that only the eyes provide a reliable
source of positional sensory input to the brain. Disori entati on can occur to anyone, but inexperi enced p il ots,
jet pilots and pilots flying ingl e seate r are more susceptibl e candidate . Accidents resulting from disorientati on a re more apt to occur followin g a transition
from contact condition to instrument flight, following
some interruption of a normal in strument flight sequence, or following some normal and necessa ry di stractions from the flight instruments ( radio channel
changes, switching of fuel tanks, etc.).
The answer to disorientation i a difficult one. True,
better flight instruments, particula rly a composite flight
instrument with better visual stimulation, would help.
However, the real answer is to know why it happen ,
how it happens, and when it i most likely to happen.
The development of a hi gh degree of in strument proficiency and confidence is important also. In this context, air discipline play a part. Know when to get
on th e gages, then get on th em and tay on them.
F inally, it must be remembered that th e eyes furni sh
the only reliabl e mean s of orientation information.
This i true rega1·dle s of whether the ref erence i
Hi ght in struments, another ai rcraft in formation, or the
horizon of the earth.
The attthor gratefull'y acknowledges the help tendered
by Colonel Carl J. Cran e, US AF Ret., regarding the
historical aspects of instrument flight.
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" That was close! I'd really have been worried but for those
tranquilizers I took before going up ."
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The trailer hit the pitot tatic tube ca u ing sufficient
damage to require replacement of the unit. O bviously,
it is a lot cheaper to have an observer on hand to make
sure there is proper clearance than to make exr ensive
repa11·s.

e

e

HOUND DOGS

H
TE MAKES WASTE. The failure to properly
stow equipment causes missile mishap . A recent example is the missile mechanic who did not take time
to prope rly stow a stee ring bar before positionina a
GA:VI-77 A missile \\·ithin the ma intenance hangar. T he
steering bar was being ca rrie 1 across the _seat of ~he
tug as the missile was being maneuvered mto Sta t10n
:-.1 r 1. The bar st ruck the turbine exhaust duct assembly of the J -52-P3 engine. ca usi ng damage to the
extent of 45 manhours. Haste and poor judgment usually result in personnel error. The unit co rrective action
included procedures whi ch state that no object th at extends beyond the wi lth of the tug will be ca rri ed on
tugs.
STRONG BOY. The \rate r en·icing of a B-52 aircraft had been completed and the water stan d left at
the aircraft. An assistant crew chief of a nearby B-52
required the water stand to complete hi s ervicing. The
large size and wei ht of this equipment requires more
than one person to safely maneuver it; however, the
airman attempted to move the stand by himself. As he
pushed the stand from between the B-52 fuselage and
the attached GA:\1-77, it struck the mi ssi le pitot tatic
probe. The damage required replacement of this expensive gear. The unit revised its procedures to requi1·e
a minimum of two persons to move the water stand
eq u i pm en t.

GARS

DAMAGE TO GARs is a continuing problem for
whi ch the best cure would appear to be careful handling,
properly trained personnel and rigid adherence to check
li sts. A few of the many recent incidents will serve to
illustrate:
GAR- lD. During uploading of a GAR-lD, the missile
slid forwa1·d on the handling bar. When the crew applied force on the boattail to compensate for the shift
in weight, the mi ssile nose was raised and the radome
struck the lower side of th e container edge. The result
was a cracked and peeled radome. The cau e: improperly adjusted handling bar.
GAR-lD . During down load ing the N r 1 stabili zer was
found to be dented and there wa a dent in th e fuselage
near the forward launcher hook. It \\·a thought that
the damage occurred during mass loadi ng at ni ght.
Prnbable cause: careless handling.
GAR-2 . :.\Iinor structural damage was ca used to a
mis ile during downloading when an a irman slipped
on an icy ramp and fell to one kn ee. The ramp v\·as
cove red with ice and snow. About all one ca n say is
take it slow and ea y und er such condition s and use a
little extra care.
GAR -8. There have been eve ral case recently in
which GAR-8 mi ssiles fai led to leave the launcher on
F - lOOs although the servo grains of the G&C burned.
Apparently pilot have released the trigger witch prior
to mis ile launch. It is recommended that the switch
be held unti l after launch.

*

Lt Col H. M. Hegyessy

TAXI CLEARANCE- Proper taxiing procedures was
the subj ect of "Twenty-Five, Ten or Cut 'Em" in the
February issue of Aerospace Safety. The author, writing from experience, discussed the prevention of taxiing
accid ents by ob erving proper clearances and the use of
FOLLOW ME vehicl es and wing walkers. His advice
can be equally well used in the pre vention of damage
to missiles on the ramp.
Recently a tug operator, towing an equ ipment trai ler,
misjudged the distance from the nose of a GAM-77.
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OT QUITE HALF WAY
THROUGH the 24-hour
shift, a quare plastic button
on the BMAT panel in the Law1ch
Control Center began its persistent
red blinking. The Launch Control
Officer caught it immediately and
reached for his headset. At the
same time one of three countdown
buttons flashed white and a bell
rang. He punched the white button,
and said into his mouthpiece,
"LCO."
"The chiller kicked off the line."
"I thought you were working on
it."
"We thought we had it. We've
switched over to the ice banks. We'll
stay with it."
"Keep me informed."
"Roger."
The LCO tapped a button marked
"release." The circuit was broken
and the white light went out. The
red emergency light kept blinking.
There was nothing he could do about
this annoyance. One chiller was on
a red X because of a bearing. The
other had been carrying the load.
Malfunctions had plagued it the past
few clays. Frequently it had been
necessary to go to ice banks to provide necessary cooling. Once the
ice banks were depleted, there would
be nothing else .
This is repre entative of the type
of problem encountered in a routine
clay at a ballistic missile site. In
a way it's difficult to understand.
Here, in a huge, eli jointed underground submarine the launch crew
stands by, ju t in case. They are
responsible for missiles that, in all
probability, they will never launch.
They have trained, become qualified, and now merely must pull their
24-hour shifts. Is it monotonous
to wait for the clay when they might
have to open valves, actuate switche
and push that all important button?
Not at all. Let's look at why.
Environment is one thing. In the
silos, control terminals, storage areas
and powerhou e, temperature, pressure and humidity must be controlled at all times. E lectrical power
sufficient for a community of 6000
must not ju t be available; much
of it must be u eel continually in
maintaining the environment. This,
among other power production
need s, makes heat. And, for this
reason, considerable refrigeration
capacity is needed . Thus, the concern over the difficulty being encountered with the chiller. Design
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had taken this as well as many other
possible backup requirements into
consideration. Either of the two
chillers would handle the load, duplication being merely to provide the
safety factor in case one should go
out. Beyond this, there were three
ice banks that could handle cooling
requirements for approximately six
hours, depending upon the demand.
The LCO, busy at hi s panel acknowledging radio ca1ls and phone
commun ication , squeezed in an announcement over the PA system.
"Power prod u c tion , call the
LCO."
In moments, a fl ashing, white li ght
and the familiar ring.
"LCO."
"Power production. Y ou wanted
us to call."
"How you coming?"
"We think we will have tt m a
few minutes. We'll have to run it
up to know."
"Do you have a qualified inspector
to sign the work off?"
"We will have to get one."
"How soon will you need him ?"
The LCO frowned. "It'll take a
couple hours to get one out here
now."
"Better call one, sir. We will
be ready before that."
"Okay, I'll get right on it."
A routine, livable problem was
beginning to nudge into something
a little bigger. The LCO turned to
his Guidance Control Officer, "Hand
me that locater file ." T he GCO
passed it over. After looking up
the number of the refrigeration in spector assigned to his site the LCO
made his call, outlined the problem
and verified that the inspector was
leaving immediately.
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T he GCO, who had been taking
routine communication on another
panel, looked across, "Power production wants to talk to you."
T he LCO took the call. "We
have about half an hour on the ice
banks," he was told .
A little tighter now. The LCO
ran through, in his mind, the consequences of loss of cooling and what
should be done. He would minimize
requirements. In standby status they
could probably get by. The real
threat was how much heat overload
could be withstood if there should
be a launch requirement.
Better inform the command post.
The L CO pressed another button
on his panel, made hi s report and
advised that he would pass on any
change.
At the end of one of the tunnels,
in an inverted half-bowl shaped
room, two airmen worked on the
chiller. The familiar Air Force
fatigues identified them as maintenance specialists. Like all other personnel in the site, they wore hard
hats. Theirs were grey. As is so
often the case, these were the people,
in final analysis, upon whom the
readiness posture depend s. The sixman, white-coveralled launch crew
monitors, inspects and occasionally
exercises system s; but whether or
not each component will work as
designed, hould countdown come,
d~~ends upon the maintenance techmctans.
The LCO got a call from the site
commander. He wanted a status report.
P ower production called. The
chiller was ready for runup . Nothing to do now but wait for the inspector.

AEROSPACE SAFETY

The last ice bank had been used
up . The BMA T man came in with
coffee. "It's getting warm in here,"
he observed.
"The ice banks have been used
up. The reefer inspector should be
here in a few minutes," the L CO explained. He had already called the
command post.
The tension level inch ed up. The
cooks had learned of the problem
when they complained of the heat to
an airman who had stopped in for
coffee. Someone said, "I sure hope
it's that reefer inspector," when the
PA carried the order throughout
the complex, "Elevator operator,
take the elevator topside."
It was the inspector. In a few
minutes he called the LCO to announce that the work had been inspected and signed off and to request permission to apply power.
Sign off of all work by a qualified
inspector is just one of many rigid
accident prevention rules; the fact
that no switch, circuit breaker, valve
or other similar control can be actuated without first obtaining app roval
of the LCO is another.
Moments later the reel emergency
light- the one that had been flashing
steadily for everal hour - went out.
The LCO called hi s command post,
reported that the inspector had arrived, signed off the work, and the
chi1ler was agai n in operation. Six
and a half minutes later, the light
came on again but it was only a
temporary interruption. The LCO
ca1led power production and asked
the inspector to slop in before leaving. Temperatu re throughout the
complex began to drop back toward
normal.
Again, maintenance men had cor-
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rected a malfunction. Some problem take longer and are more eriou . Most are comparatively simple.
All must be found, reported, evaluated and corrected on a basis of
priority established by maintenance
control. Consider the potential for
disaster. Site storage facilities and
transfer line contain such materials
as liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen,
helium, RP-1, hydraulic fluids, acid
and alkalies. Pressures range up to
6000 psi. Tremendous amounts of
electricity must be routed throughout
the ite. Explosive devices are used
in the missile itself and, if all thi
should not suffice to motivate each
and every individual, all he has to do
is remember the destructive power
in the re-entry vehicle perched on
top of each missile. Surely, in no
other operational facility is there
greater concern for accident prevention.
How is it done in a complex system-a new system that as yet is far
from de-bugged-where each man's
final training has to be accomplished on the job, a weapon sy tem
so new that component failure rates
are not known?
Here are some of the ways:
• There is absolute, day in and
day out, 24-hours-per-shift adherence to checklists.
• Individual discipline of the
highest order is mandatory; each
man must methodically perform each
item on his checklist no matter how
many times he may have done a
comparatively simple task.
• Never u e ingenuity- use tech
data.
• Any time there is doubt, stop!
• Supervision and inspection, always.

• Brief and re-brief! For each
and every task, the man must be
job qualified, must have and understand the applicable tech data, must
know his procedure , and the backout procedure,;, should any sign of
trouble develop.
• Use the buddy system-this
warning appears on doors throughout the complex.
• Keep the LCO advised of
where you want to ao, how many
are with you, when you get there,
when you are ready to leave, and
when you have left. Portable phone
jacks are everywhere.
No man on a missile site is ever
given the opportunity to forget.
Every conceivable effort i made to
make accident prevention a way of
life. Seldom is he out of sight of a
safety sign. Never a day goes by
but he is given a briefing in which
accident prevention is stressed. Fire
extinguishers are spotted throughout
the tunnels and in all terminal areas.
He is required to read and initial
the safety file each time an addition

is made. Ska-Pacs are spotted
wherever they might be needed. Red
and green primary escape route arrows line the walls of tunnels and
rooms. Decontamination shower
and eye wa h fountains are centrally located in all chemical storage
and use areas. Safety chains and
meshed doors protect elevator riders.
And, providing the clincher is the
commander's safety policy. Here are
excerpts from such a policy as expressed by Colonel Julius Pickoff,
Commander, 451 Strategic Missile
Wing: " . . . I appreciate that on
occasion the desire to get back in
the 'green' or to make a good showing will create an atmosphere of
'anything to get the job done.' I
want it thoroughly understood that
this type of thinking will not be
condoned and any supervisor permitting it in his area of responsibilty
can expect command action. Take
your time, check the procedures, recheck as necessary, and when sure,
proceed in a methodical manner that
will complete the activity in a safe
manner."

*

COMMANDER'S SAFETY POLICY
• Never proceed at a rate that
jeopardizes safety.
• Never consider rushing necessary.
• It is far better to accept a delay
than to experience an accident
or incident.
• No person will be criticized for
taking the time to do a job
safely.

• No task will be performed in
association with the missile, R/ V,
propellants, AGE or missile support equ ipment without proper
checklists and or techn ica l data,
without the express approval of
the Director of Ma intenance, the
Vice Commander or Wing Commander.
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"THA K YOU, GCA, very nice run .
This is a comment often made by a pilot
after landing out of a ground controlled
approach.
During 1962, record s released by
AFCS reveal there were 107 instance when such comment was particularly apropros. This is the number
of "saves" credited to controllers assigned to thi s service. A "save" is awarded when controller action extricates a pilot from an emergency ituation which probably would not have been safely resolve l without controller as istance.
Involved in the emergencies were 95 milita ry and
12 civilian airplanes, carrying 252 military and 30
civilian personnel. The dramatic "saves" came as a
routine part of AF S worldwide air traffic control mi ssion. The A ir Force make no claim to lives saved, by
the emergency action, because, "the military airplanes,
and possibly some of th e civilian a irpl anes in volved,
carry parachutes, making it impossible to determ ine conclusively how many lives might have been save<j by the
a ir traffic controll ers."
The valu e of the military airplanes "saved" wa
placed at $106,704,2 16, but the price of the 12 civilian
airplanes was not known. Maj Gen Kenneth P. Bergquist, AFCS Commander, said that the dollar figures
are impressive, but that they do not measure the true
significance of AFCS air traffic control operation. "We
control USAF air traffic all over the world," he said,
"in a wide va riety of flyin g cond itions, and in suppo rt
of eve ry type of Air Fo rce flyin o- mi ssion. T he number of airplanes saved, their dollar value, and th e value
of their trained aircrews is be t measured as a part of
the total effectiveness of A ir Force operations: It's
that many a irplanes still in the inventory; that many
aircrews still ready to fly ; that much airpower still on
hand-and ready."

WHILE UNLOADING the WSEMs on
an F-102, armament personnel discovered
that one WSEM was missing. A helicopter earch of the area where it was
thought the missile might have fa llen produced no results. During the flight, the pilot noted
that during breakaway the rails retracted and the misPAGE TWENTY-SIX · AEROSPACE SAFETY

si le doors retracted automatically. He wrote up the discrepancy. The fo llowing clay the missile was found
to be missing. Although no exact cause was determined, one possible cause was that the WSEM was
installed incorrectly and the hooks were not positively
engaged on the launcher rai l. A loadin g te t revealed
that W SEMs coul d be installed improperly and till
appear to be properly and solidly in stalled.

B-66-During takeoff, at about 120 knots,
th e weather compa rtment emergency
ditching hatch left the aircraft. The hatch
brushed the verti cal stabilizer but luckily
caused no damage. This hatch was not
properly secured and inspection was not complete. A s
a result of this incident, other B-66s were in spected and
seve ral escape hatch in spection windows were found
to be so scratched or cloudy that a positive in spection
was impo sible. ·w indows that are in such a condition
should be replaced to allow a positive check of hatch
security. T hi s goes for any other such in pection acce s.

AIRPORT FACILITY-During landing
rollout, the left main gea r and nose gea r
of a C-119 sank through th e runway paving of a civil field. Thi ai rport was li sted
in the F li ght P lanning Document, U . S.,
as an unrestricted PC fo'ield. Howeve r, approximately
700 feet of the runway consists of about one-half inch
oil and rock watershed covering over adobe and red
clay. Thi i a tabilized extension of the runway with
no markings and no visible difference in appearance.
Recent rains had apparently soaked the ground until
it would no longer support eith er the aircraft or motor
vehicles used in its recovery. This incident points up
the danger of operating into civil fields, especially since
publi shed information is quite often incomplete. ugge t that when planning to use a civi l field oth er than
a major airport that, planning include not only a look
in the Aerodrome/ }acility Directory and NOTAMs
but also, when possible, a call to the airport to ascertain
its condition, un less re trictions or hazards are spelled
out in the publications.

..

...

turne l to the ramp and the cause of fai lure corrected.
T hi s would help prevent tire failures, as related above,
as well as the more serious hazard of a tire blowing
on or immediately aftet· liftoff which would require
landing with a blown tire.

...

...
T -33-The approach and landing appeared to be normal with the T-Bird
touch ing clown about 500 feet down the
runway. As the pilot call ed "SB and
Flap UP," the left main gear tarted to
coll apse followed by the nose gea r. The ai rcraft, at the
time, was traveling at approximately 80 knots with all
gear firmly on the ground. The T -33 sli d along on the
left tiptank, rio-ht main gear and nose section until it
stopped at the 2500-foot mark. Damage wa light and
neither pilot wa injured.
It was later determined that the pilot was in the
habit of placing his hand on the gear handle to prevent
the handle from inadvertently rising. In th is case he
apparently repositioned the handle from the clown and
locked position , causing retraction.

..

F-105- A pa1r of tire failures point out
the danger of overheating tire during
high speed ground roll. In one case the
afterburn er failed to li ght and takeoff was
aborted. The pi lot taxied back and attempted another takeoff with the same result . Shortly
afterward, the left main tire blew out. In the other case
the pilot made three takeoff attempts and wa taxiing
back to the ramp when the main gear ti re blew.
The unit in whi ch thee events occurred has recommended that a Safety of F li ght Supplement be issued directing that after AB fa ilUI-e on takeoff, a econd attempt will not be made until the aircraft ha been re-

ARMAMENT PROCEDURES-During an air-to-ground mi sion employing
2.75 rocket , the pilot placed the master
arming switch in rocket salvo and d ropped
one laun cher with two rockets. Fortunately the rockets fell on the range and there was no
damage. Apparently the other launcher did not drop
becau e it wa empty and, therefo1·e, light.
This inadvertent launch re ultecl from a misunderstandi ng of instructions and was re pon ible for the
uni t's going back to the books on armament switches
and procedures. Action is also being taken to insure that
all pilots are famil iar with terminology to be employed
in Aio-ht. Such action includes a memo in the PIF
which mu t be read by each pi lot prior to hi s next
flight. Briefi ngs a re scheduled for unit training assemblies, and each pi lot is required to take a cockpit
check durin g whi ch he must place eve ry switch in th e
precise po ition it would be in during an a rmament
expending event. Further, a checklist has been issued
to all pilots, who are required to check and recheck to
make sure they are following it.

AN F-101 PILOT made a wing takeoff.
After the gear was retracted, the " nsafe" light in the gea r handle remained
on and the gear hom continued to blow.
T he lead aircraft in dicated the wingman
was deaL The pi lot then noted that the attitude indicator had tumbled and the heading indicator was 180
degrees out of phase. A few minutes late r the pitchup
warning horn started to sound continuously, and the
anti -skid "0 T" light illuminated.
About 30 minutes after takeoff both crewmembers
detected strong electri cal fumes in the cockpit o they
selected 100 per cent oxygen. After turning onto GCA
final, in the wi ng position, the gear hand le was placed
in the down positi on, but both main gea r indicated
unsafe. The flap selector was placed in the clown po ition but flap remained up. The landin g gea1· circuit
breaker was checked in , and the pilot noted that the
rudder trim and flaps circuit breaker had popped. He
replaced this circuit breaker and it stayed in. A missed
approach wa initi ated and both ai rcraft turned clownwind fo r their second GCA attempt. ·w eather: 600
and 5 in haze. Gear clown was aga in selected, and
again both main gea r indicated unsafe. Lead aircraft
confirmed gear clown and apparently locked. F laps
were selected, and thi s time obtained. At thi time,
prima ry hycli·aulic pressure began fluctuating 400 to
600 psi, and the main gea1· indicator li ghts began blinking on and off, finally com ing on steady about three
miles out but with the gea r warning horn and the
light in the gear handle sti ll indicating an un afe condition.
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By this time the fumes were extremely strong. The
aircraft landed out of this approach without further
incident.
Following is a list of malfunctions which occurred
during the flight:
• Pitchup horn blew constantly.
• Gear horn blew constantly.
• Unsafe gear light in gear handle indi cated un safe
throughout the flight.
• Attitude gyro tumbled and OFF flag came down.
• Heading indicator 180 degree out of phase.
• E lectrical fumes in the cockpit.
• Anti-skid light illuminated and stayed on.
• Wing flap ci rcuit breaker popped.
• Main gear varied between afe and un safe.
Inve tigation disclosed that a duct assembly for air
bleed pressure ( insulated) wa misaligned with an insulated hi gh pressure bleed duct assembly, causing leakage of sixteenth stage air into th e a rea around the
duct. A wire bundle lay across the top of the main
duct. S ixteenth stage air heated the fiberglass duct
insulation to such an extent that all the wires in the
bundle had burned insulation, leaving bare wires
clamped together. The wires were charred completely
black and fusion was beginning to take place between
everal wi res. Insufficient heat wa available to trigger
the fire warning system. Cockpit fumes were caused
by the burning out of the exterior light control box.
The following systems were affected by the burning
of this wire bundle: anti- skid, exterior light control,
flap limit switches, gear indicators, AFCS stabil ator
and ai leron se rvos, landing gear door close li mit
switches, inboard door limit switches, gear selector,
gear down limit switches, nose gear down lock li mit
witch, and gear comparison switche . No reason can
be found for the tumbled attitude gyro, out of phase
heading indicator, or primary hydraulic fluctuations,
since the e systems are in no way connected to the wire
bundle.
Duct misalignment was traced to installation error
during compliance with IF-101-926.

-•

C- 133-What do you do when the cargo
doo r warning light comes on and remain
on during flight? This happened three
times and was written up three times. On
the fourth time out, the inevitable occurred. The C-133 was climbing from F L 23 to F L 25
when the overheat lights on r 2 engine came on. The
engine was feathered and return to base was begun with
the aircraft cleared to 3000 feet.
As the aircraft passe I through 6000, a loud explo ion was heard followed by rapid decompression. A
scan revealed that the left rear clamshell door was open
an I winging in the sli pstream and the right door was
open approximately one foot. Moderate to severe vibration and seve re buffeting were experienced throughout
the approach to ba e.
P robable cause was that the door latch valve failed.
As stated previously, three prior write-ups indicated
the rea r cargo door warning light came on dw-ing climb
and remain ed on during flight. The discrepancy could
not be duplicated on the ground. What do you do when
write-ups uch as these appea r ? Simple, you fix it.
H-43B-Following a training mission the
helicopter was landed on the alert pad
when the Fire Suppression Kit cover insulation blanket was lifted into the air and
into the rotor blade . Damage wa such
that the blades had to be replaced . The detachment removed the Fire Suppression Kit cover when scrambled
to avoid delay at the crash
scene because the cover,
when installed, does not
permit free access to the
hose and charging lever.
Improper storage of the
cover caused a hazard, as
illustrated by this accident.
The cover, incidentally, was
some 30 feet away when
whi ked up by the rotor
wash.
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Capt. Robert M. Bond
4520 Combat Crew Training W i ng , Nellis AFB , Nev .

Capt Robert M. Bond , 4520 Combat Crew Tra ining Wing, Nellis AFB, has received the USAF Well Done Award for his actions in the following emergency. Capt
Bond began takeoff for a maximum range radar bombing mission in an F-105D that
was equipped with three tanks on the external stations and a BDU-8/B tra i n i ng
shape in the bomb bay. As he rotated the aircraft during takeoff, the control stick
began to vibrate violently from side to side. His first thought was that the autopilot
was malfunctioning and he immediately actuated the emergency disconnect . This
had no effect, and since the aircraft was well above refusal speed and rapidly approaching the end of the runway, Capt Bond jettisoned the external tanks and got
the aircraft airborne. He found that he could not move the ailerons, but that by using the rudder he had very limited lateral control of the aircraft. He decided not to
eject before he maneuvered clear of populated areas. As the aircraft accelerated and
changed attitude, he found that he could move the ailerons by exerting heavy pressures on the control stick . After some experimenting, Capt Bond found that he could
control the aircraft sufficiently to execute a safe pattern and landing. Investigators
found that the BDU -8/B training shape in the bomb bay had shifted and pressed
against the aileron bell crank when Capt Bond changed the attitude of the aircraft during takeoff. This condition was not detectable when the aircraft was on the ground
in a three point attitude.
Capt Bond 's superior appraisal of and reaction to a serious emergency prevented damage to private property and possible death or injury to civilians residing near
the air base. In addition , he saved a valuable combat aircraft. Well Done!
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